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A GUIDE TO GREAT CREATIVES OF THE GRAND TRAVERSE REGION

Traverse Connect, in partnership with The
Boardman Review, produced the Creative
Coast Guide to highlight the wealth of
creative professionals growing their
enterprises in the Grand Traverse region.

INTRODUCTION
The Grand Traverse Region possesses a well-developed creative industry and arts sector. Traverse
City is ranked tenth in the list of Top 10 Most Arts-Vibrant Medium Communities in the 2020 Arts
Vibrancy Index report by SMU Data Arts and the National Center for Arts Research. To elevate
and recognize the cultural and artistic vibrancy of Michigan’s Grand Traverse Region, Traverse
Connect, through the Creative Coast initiative, and The Boardman Review partnered to produce
this publication. We created the Creative Coast Guide: A Guide to Great Creatives of the Grand
Traverse Region to showcase the rich array of creative freelancers and entrepreneurs “making it”
in the Grand Traverse Region.
It’s important to note that those profiled in the Creative Coast Guide are not exhaustive of the
creative professionals living and working in the region. We also sought to cover a diverse array of
creative industries and professions, but an abundance of creativity exists outside of those profiled
here.
These creatives place the Grand Traverse Region on the map as a center of creativity in Michigan,
the Midwest, and beyond. Collectively, they play an essential role in the success of our region. They
make our area a more attractive place to live and work.

ABOUT CREATIVE COAST

ABOUT TRAVERSE CONNECT

Creative Coast is a talent attraction initiative that highlights the
Grand Traverse Region as an exceptional place to live, explore,
and fulfill your career. Our mission is to elevate the innovative and
entrepreneurial culture in our region and to attract new people,
new ideas, and new businesses. Creative Coast - Make It Here.

Traverse Connect is the lead economic development organization
for the Grand Traverse region, which supports area businesses
through a combination of business attraction and retention
strategies, talent development efforts, and strategic coordination
among partner agencies.

Creative Coast is an initiative powered by Traverse Connect, the
Grand Traverse Region’s lead economic development organization.

Find out more at traverseconnect.com.

Visit michiganscreativecoast.com.

Contributors

The Creative Coast Guide is organized simply with each Creative listed alphabetically by last name.
Pick it up, browse it, enjoy it. We hope this guide inspires you to engage, collaborate, and do business
with some of these creative entrepreneurs.
Lastly, this endeavor would not be possible without generous support and funding from the
Michigan Film & Digital Media Office, an office of the Michigan Economic Development Corporation.
Thanks for reading,

ABOUT THE BOARDMAN REVIEW
The Boardman Review is the creative culture and outdoor lifestyle
journal of northern Michigan. The multimedia, print and digital
publication features stories told from the perspective of the
region’s creatives, entrepreneurs, and outdoor enthusiasts.

Traverse Connect & The Boardman Review

KEYSTONE SPONSOR

Editorial & Creative Direction
Nick Loud and Chris Loud

PRINT SPONSOR

Beyond the journal, The Boardman Review offers opportunities
to connect and empower our collective ideas into a strong and
capable network of makers and entrepreneurs.
To learn more, and pick up a copy of your own, visit
TheBoardmanReview.com, or follow on Instagram & Facebook at
@boardmanreview.
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THE REGION

BROOKE ALLEN
MICHAEL KENT

allen-kentphotography.com
us@allenkentphoto.com
@allenkentphoto
allenkentphotography

There are parts of NoMI that have this indescribable magic.
Like fairies may live there or some kind of Narnia situation. It’s
hard to describe, but if you’ve been there, you’ve felt it and you
feel a magnetic force to it that never goes away. Our summers
are filled with portraits of good humans during lingering
sunsets and long warm nights. Our winters are slow and lovely
and cozy, with lots of tea and reflection on our year, plus time
to build new projects.

YOUR ASSET
We are open, loving, and honest creatives who appreciate good
humans and getting to know them through our portraits. We
are told it brings out authenticity in our work.

COMMUNITY
Radically authentic
photography for
all good humans.
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We are Brooke Allen and Michael Kent, partners in life and in business. We believe in creating honest
portraits of good people, forward thinking and experimentation in our craft, and not taking ourselves
too seriously. We celebrate down-to-earth love stories, wind in your hair, imperfections, hugs, and
all dogs. We do not artificially limit the kinds of images we make: wedding, portrait, senior, etc.
Instead it is about working together with people that we honestly love.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
We love bringing visitors to the Sleeping Bear Dunes
National Lakeshore and shocking them with Michigan’s
incredible coastline. We also love many of the incredible food
establishments and showing off with a mini food tour, how
amazing our area is.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

Community is wildly important to us. We
are at our best when we are constantly
growing, exploring, and creating with a
solid community. We have always learned
best in this communal environment, which
is why we built Photo Club. Photo Club is a
community-focused education environment
designed for creatives of all skill levels.
We wanted to take the skills that we had
learned, and develop a way to share it with
those around us.
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THE REGION

ROGER AMUNDSEN

rogeralanamundsen.com
roger.amundsenii@gmail.com
@gododger

I moved here two years ago with my partner, sight unseen – unless
you count a self-guided Google Street View tour of Traverse City.
But the biggest factor in our decision to move to this region was
our desire to just be in a place and stay put; a place where we
actually wanted to live and thrive and have a home and keep
being the kind of people we wanted to be. Now we’re raising a
kid here. Also, I’m just really in love with all the ways you can be
outside in northern Michigan. Especially swimming. I really love
swimming.

@tortilla__tortilla
YOUR ASSET

I’m a multi-disciplinary
artist, illustrator, and
composer living in
Traverse City, Michigan.

Being a multi-disciplinary artist is, in itself, an asset I think.
In general, I favor making art in the same way I enjoy making
coffee – slowly. Appreciating the physicality of the process;
acknowledging the mistakes, but not erasing them. I still use
a typewriter on a regular basis. Often the process – the feel,
the smell, the sound, the problem-solving, the mistakes – is as
important to me as the finished product. I try to borrow from
an abstract vocabulary of shapes and colors and traditions, but
whether it’s a collaboration or a project of my own, I enjoy not
being limited by medium or space. Letting the process itself take
a leading role.

COMMUNITY
Right now I’m excited to keep connecting with folks in this
creative community; to see or to hear my art around town; and
to make things that remind people that even in this dumpster
fire world, there’s still a lot of good. That’s me trying to pass as
an optimist.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Everything is art – the way you dance, the way you put on your
shirt, the way you make a grocery list. It’s all intrinsically political;
intended to provoke thoughts and feelings. And as artists, I think
it’s our responsibility to make sure our art creates space to give
a shit. So whether it’s a mural, an illustration, or a t-shirt design,
I want my work to support small makers and local businesses;
to step out of the way and amplify BIPOC and LGBTQ+ voices; to
stop and pay attention to both the familiar and the wild.

Wow, that’s hard. I’d say if it’s spring or
summer I’m swinging by a local coffee shop
for a coffee and then driving out to Maple Bay.
But if it’s fall or winter, I’m probably taking
them to Tandem Ciders or maybe to a Friday
Night Flick at the State Theatre. I also have a
year-round crush on Bubbie’s Bagels though,
so yeah – that’s a hard one.
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THE WHY
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ERIN ANDERSON WHITING
KIT MCKAY

parallel45.org
erin@parallel45.org
@p45theatre
p45theatre
THE REGION
Northern Michigan boasts unparalleled natural beauty, an inspired food and drink scene, innovative business and
tech, and globally-recognized arts & cultural organizations. The P45 Summer Theatre Festival is proud to be a piece
of northern Michigan’s success story. Erin and Kit both have strong roots in the region, Erin as a full-time resident and
Kit spending her summers here. After their high school experiences at Interlochen Arts Academy, they both moved to
New York City. Eventually, they both made their way back to the place that has always been home.

YOUR ASSET
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Artists from across the country and
around the world convene on P45’s stateof-the-art stage to perform adventurous,
boundary-pushing musicals, plays, and
devised works for all ages – rotating daily
during our summer festival.

THE WHY

COMMUNITY

With play, joy, and intellectual rigor, we attack the notion
that there is one correct way to look at the world. P45
complements an industry of theatre artists desperate
for new voices, new material, and new stories by taking a
strong look at our canon, breaking toxic values embedded
within, and imagining a new path forward. We believe that a
flourishing and fulfilling cultural experience, to which people
from every walk of life are invited – and within which they can
themselves be reflected – is essential to our democracy and
our quality of life in small-town America.

We look to the theatre as our community’s public forum, our town square, a place where ideas can be exchanged
with more dignity, respect, and efficacy than in other areas of our society. Our greatest asset is our joyful, open,
intellectually-curious audience, always ready to explore.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
There are so many surprising, elevating, inspiring places. The list is long, but it’s hard to beat Lake Michigan – stunning
in any season.
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Professionalism. Expert theatre artists from all across the country and around the world are invited to P45’s summer
festival to join in the celebration of northern Michigan and contribute to its thriving arts culture. Experience cuttingedge theatre without leaving paradise.
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JACQUIE AUCH
ERIC CAMPBELL
proofpositivedesign.com
eric@proofpositivedesign.com
@proofpositivedesign
proofpositivedesign

Be
brand
happy.
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Growing up an avid skateboarder and snowboarder,
when I discovered I could translate my passion
onto the page by creating a “zine” with the magic of
graphic design, I was hooked! As a firm, we believe
that good design contributes to a better world.
Whether it’s helping an entrepreneur fulfill their
dream with a powerful brand identity or serving
a visitor with a well-designed sign system as they
navigate a new city – design serves a crucial role
in society. From the spectacular to the mundane, if
we can add beauty, functionality, simplicity – and
profitability – to those we serve, we’ve succeeded!

YOUR ASSET
We dig deep. We learn about the “problem” and do our best to
deliver an elegant solution. We believe collaboration is king
and we’re not the keepers of all great ideas. It is then up to us to
improve upon them and execute properly. We like to establish
long-term relationships with our clients, “embedding” in their
businesses as much as possible, to learn and anticipate future
goals, challenges, and aspirations. Lastly, we’re damn good at
what we do. We have the benefit of experience and longevity
on our side.

COMMUNITY
By virtue of being in “commercial arts,” we are in a sense
public art. We connect indirectly with the community daily
through our design work. When a customer recognizes
a logo that we designed, we have connected. When a
beverage label that we poured our hearts into prompts
curiosity and a potential purchase, we have connected.
More directly, we connect by serving on various boards and
committees, ensuring that design and creativity always
has a seat at the table.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
There are so many outstanding places in our region – too
many to list! But the M-22 corridor, Lake Michigan, The
Sleeping Bear Dunes, and the lakeside villages of Leelanau
County are a special kind of magic during any season. In
wintertime, we like cozier in-town pursuits, like bookstores,
galleries, and The Mercato at The Village. We love to catch
a meal at Red Ginger or Amical, and then wander over to
the State Theater or City Opera House for a show.
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THE WHY

Growing up here, like most, I (Eric) moved out to attend
university and chase the design dream in bigger markets.
Upon having a baby, The GT Region seemed like the perfect
place to raise a child and be closer to family. That was almost
twenty years ago! We stuck around for the amazing sense of
community, the endless outdoor sports, and most of all, to be
in closer proximity to our Great Lakes. These beautiful bodies
of freshwater protect, heal, and offer amazing recreational
opportunities. Witnessing the momentous evolution of our
region’s cultural, culinary, and business communities is just
a welcome bonus.
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SAM BENNETT
swellminded.co
sam@swellminded.co
SwellMinded

SwellMinded
builds brands and
partnerships that
prioritize people
and our planet.

My love for the outdoors drew me to Traverse City. As I
experience the seasons here on the Great Lakes, I am
amazed by how pristine and beautiful these natural
spaces remain. My partner is from Michigan, and got a job
with a local environmental nonprofit and we relocated
together. After meeting so many like-minded individuals
and organizations working to protect the Great Lakes, I
continue to be inspired by this community and am hoping
to support their good work in any way I can.

YOUR ASSET
With 15 years of experience in developing lifestyles brands,
I’ve been lucky to work with a diverse range of experts
from all sectors. Working for multinational global brands,
to founder-funded startups; collaborating with tourism
authorities and government organizations, to nonprofits
and political action committees; from scientists and
activists to professional athletes and actors. My strength
and passion stems from my ability to bring all of these
individuals and organizations together to collaborate on
our shared vision to create a better and more-just world
for all stakeholders.

COMMUNITY
As a consultant, I work as a strategist, project manager,
and content producer focused on helping purpose-driven
organizations better communicate the good that they
are doing for their communities and our environment.
I build brands into Benefit Corporations (BCorp), while
my partnerships commit to giving back at least 1% of
their sales to social and environmental causes (1% For
The Planet). We have a few leading businesses in our
community who participate in those frameworks, while
we also have the Great Lakes Business Network (GLBN)
as another group of collaborators working on local issues.

w
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I was fortunate to grow up on the Big Island of Hawaii, immersed in our natural world.
In 2014, while I worked for a global brand, I experienced a coral bleaching event, and
saw 50% of my local reef suffer due to warmer than usual ocean temperatures.
This experience opened my eyes to both the positive and negative impacts that our
businesses can have. In 2016, after volunteering for a few nonprofits, I turned my
awareness into action by launching SwellMinded. My consultancy focused on creating
more social and environmentally responsible collaborations.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
If the wind is up, we’ll go find some waves to
surf! If the snow is blowing, let’s go take some
turns in the hills! If the leaves are turning, let’s
hit the trails! And if the rain is pouring, let’s link
up for a beer to talk about how we can make a
positive impact together!
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THE WHY
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THE REGION

SETH BERNARD
samuelsethbernard.com
samuelsethbernard@gmail.com
@samuelsethbernard
eggsbernard

In every aspect of my work, from social
justice organizer, to professional musician,
to clean water advocate, to youth educator,
I seek to bring people together, to facilitate
collaboration, cooperation, and healing.
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We are living in a time of reckoning. Humans must find better ways to
be in relationship with the earth and one another. The Great Lakes must
be protected and the human right to safe, affordable drinking water
must be upheld. Systems of oppression must be dismantled. Music has
the intrinsic and historical power to raise awareness and bring people
together. There is healing work to be done and I’m here to help.

YOUR ASSET
I love people. I strive to meet folks where they’re at and treat
them with love and respect. My ability to genuinely connect and
communicate with people comes through in my work.

COMMUNITY
I came up in the folk tradition, and have also played in rock and
roll bands since I first started making music. I share music to
help lift people’s spirits and give people courage. I seek to honor
my ancestors and my elders and mentors through the way I
connect with my community. I seek to honor and uplift the next
generations of creative changemakers through my work. I am an
artist who has advocated for my fellow artists for many years.
My best songs can live outside me and belong to people. My best
shows bring all kinds of people together and help our community
feel more connected.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Great question! Well, it honestly depends on the person and it
does change with the seasons. I love to take folks to Empire
Bluffs and then Esch Road beach. I always recommend staying
at the Neahtawanta Inn! If they’ve just landed here, I take them
to Oryana for supplies and Higher Grounds for coffee.
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THE WHY

I was born and raised on a family homestead,
Earthwork Farm, in Missaukee County and I attended
Interlochen Arts Academy. It has been a matter
of choice and a matter of honor to stay rooted in
this place and cultivate long-term cultural work
where I came from. We continue to host community
events at the farm and I am so grateful to be a part
of a vibrant multigenerational community of good
humans in this region.
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JOSEPH BEYER
michlegacyartpark.org
joe@michlegacyartpark.org
@cinejoe
@cinejoe
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YOUR ASSET
I have a wild but pragmatic imagination, honed by hundreds
of professional projects around the world, and I can bring
stakeholders together to see the opportunities you may not be
able to. And then I can guide and produce a path for you to try
these ideas, make smart changes, and analyze the results. That’s
basically the formula. Because I’m crazy curious, I synthesize
these strategies quickly, especially for nonprofit organizations
(which I’ve worked with most of my career). Everyone has a great
story to tell the world, and I’m passionate about helping people do
that in a lot of different places.

COMMUNITY
As someone I know says, “You don’t have to share the
same motivations, to want the same outcomes.” I like
exploring new or unexpected partnerships that are
powered by shared values, and showcasing all the
independent talents that are mixing here every day.

THE WHY

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

Remarkably, I’ve gone from growing up in a small town in
Michigan to working alongside some of the most creative
people and companies around the globe. And while I learned
that art and culture will not change the world on their own,
I also learned they are a vital part of the solutions to the
biggest challenges of our times. I’ve seen it, and experienced
it, and dedicated my small career to supporting storytellers
of all kinds to do it.

Obviously I bring them to the Art Park at some point in their trip.
After that I do think out-of-town guests are the best excuse to go
somewhere you yourself have not been yet, and try something new
together. If it all goes to hell, and someone loses their wedding
ring, hat, and cooler tubing down the Boardman, you can say you
didn’t realize how strong or cold the current would be that time of
year, and then take them to local faves Little Fleet or Suttons Bay
Ciders to warm up and beg forgiveness.
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The Michigan Legacy Art Park is
a totally unique experience and
public space where creativity,
nature, and Michigan’s history
have been generating outdoor
adventures for visitors of all ages
for twenty-five years.

I’ve always been attracted to places and communities that had
real and palpable energy. After twenty-two years of living and
working in Los Angeles, the call of the lakes was too strong when
an opportunity to return was presented. I took it and returned
to the state of my birth, where many of us feel strangely most
comfortable, most inspired, and most aware of the time and the
seasons. I’m so lucky I’ve been guided by such cool people in this
even cooler community.
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SCHYLER BINKLEY
schylerthepotter.com
schyler.binkley@gmail.com

I didn’t grow up here, but I’ve found home in Traverse.
Just big enough to grow, while being small enough not
to be swallowed up. Just enough space to feel free, while
having enough people to feel connected to a community.
The drastic change of seasons provides an incredible
rhythm to the year. The locals share a sense of this place
being special. Above all else, the water is what orients all
of us here.

YOUR ASSET
@schylerthepotter

Functional pottery
made in, and inspired by,
northern Michigan.

w

Pottery speaks on a deep level. It’s beyond words, something more
instinctual. It’s familiarity – a sense of home. That feeling is what I’m
seeking in my work. I believe that a pot should feel right, above all
else. I try to distill my pots down to the point that they tell the truth.
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COMMUNITY
It’s about the transference of energy. Handmade pots showcase
the marks that real fingers make. Any imperfection tells a story
that is so much more interesting than perfection. Handmade
pots are deep and nuanced. Like a well worn shoe feels familiar,
so does a good mug. In this way, I hope to bring energy and intent
to the dining table, whether that table is in a restaurant or in
a home. A proper showcase and companion for lovingly made
food or drink in any setting.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
This actually just happened when my sister
and her husband visited from San Francisco.
The first thing we did was walk down to the
Bay and get our feet wet. I think connecting
with the big water is grounding in a certain
way. The Lake and the Bay are the sources of
everything that has sprung up around it.
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THE WHY

Quality and attention to detail. I take an immense amount
of pride in my craft. I know the technical stuff and how
to work within the constraints of the material. Everything
that I send out the door is up to my high standard with no
corners being cut. “Under promise and over deliver” is the
rule.
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LIZ BLUME
blumedesign.net
liz@blumedesign.net
blumedesign.net

A creative shop focused on designing,
planning, and implementing visual tools
for companies and their products that
help their brand get attention, grow, and
succeed.

What’s not to love? It’s common to hear people
say, “Can you believe I get to live here?” I couldn’t
agree more. I was born and raised here, along with
three generations of my family before me. I love
the change in seasons and appreciate the beauty
from the lakes to the trails. I lived in a couple of
other states and various other Michigan locations,
but nothing compares to Traverse City for me. The
creative culture here has become an ideal place to
grow my business and experience a diverse clientele.
YOUR ASSET
I listen to your needs and wants and always address them
visually as well as offer you additional solutions you may not
have considered.

COMMUNITY
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I am a problem solver. I love the challenge of creating visual solutions
that work within the clients constraints. When I am speaking with a
client about their initial design needs, my mind is already forming the
look and feel and I can’t wait to get that out of my head and onto paper
and/or computer. I communicate and understand in a visual sense on
a day-to-day basis and oftentimes “work” does not feel like “work” to
me. I often express my gratitude for still thoroughly enjoying what I do
after 25 years in the field.

I would love to be recognized as a local designer creating for the
local business.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Downtown in the summer and winter to experience dining and a
view of the bay.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY
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THE REGION

SHANNY BROOKE

Aside from the obvious of how beautiful it is and how
the summers are hands down the most amazing, I
have lived in many places around the U.S., and this
is the only place which I have lived which feels like
home.

higherartgallery.com
higherartgallery@gmail.com
@higherartgallery
higherartgallery

YOUR ASSET
My willingness to collaborate. In the gallery industry,
there is not a lot of collaboration and that is a shame.
The visual arts in our region are growing, and have a
lot of growing to do. Working together will help make
visual arts a much more prominent part of our region.

COMMUNITY
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THE WHY
For myself and why I paint, it is a compulsion, in the best sense. I have to do it otherwise I feel off kilter
mentally and emotionally. It is my way to be vulnerable and release the feelings which would otherwise
consume my thoughts. In terms of the gallery space, I consider the gallery to be a very special place in our
community which gives voice to artists which otherwise would not be shown in our community. It does not
conform to what is expected in a tourist town.

Connecting with the community is very
important to me. Each year we put together
a community art exhibit which chooses a
local nonprofit organization which benefits
from the earnings of the show. The best
part of this exhibit is that it is unlike other
fundraiser shows in that the artist does not
gift their work. We do not believe in artists
working for free. The gallery, the artist, and
the nonprofit organization all benefit from
the event. It’s a win-win for everyone.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I always love to take visitors to Fishtown in the
summer. A bonfire in my backyard in Williamsburg in
the fall is always the best.
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Exiting
from
conformity.
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LAURA BROWN

loupottery.com
lauralouartwork@gmail.com
@loupottery

Functional handmade
pottery for the home.

For me, it’s simple. I grew up on the
Gulf Coast of Alabama constantly
by the ocean. Being by water was
something I knew I always needed
to be close to. When I first visited
the Grand Traverse Region back
in 2011, it was love at first sight. I
knew there was something special
about this place. I wanted to be
surrounded by endless bodies
of water and to actually live in a
place where I could experience the
seasons.

YOUR ASSET
THE WHY
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COMMUNITY
My goal is to make functional pottery that can
be used for all occasions; from the beach to the
dinner table. We’re fortunate to live in an area
surrounded by fresh ingredients with talented
people to grow them and cook them. Providing a
plate, cup, or bowl for their creations is one way
I hope people can feel closer to this land and the
people that work so hard to showcase it.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Lake Michigan, always Lake Michigan.
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I make pottery because it’s what I’m meant to do. My drive
comes from the simplicity of creating. Creating anything
out of what some people may call nothing. Although
creating isn’t simple, for me it begins with a messy
ball of clay. I’ve been making things for as long as I can
remember. Pottery shows me possibilities.

My greatest strength as an artist is my pursuit of
perfection and attention to detail.
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SAM BROWN

samueltyler.com
bokehbrown@gmail.com
@gnarggles

THE REGION
The endless recreation and exploration
opportunities right out my front door. I cherish
the seasonality of life here and the rhythms
and routines of the weather, the food, and the
people.

Prose
for
the
		people.

YOUR ASSET
I won’t take on a project I don’t believe in and am
not wholeheartedly invested in. Passion drives
my work and without it I won’t pretend to be
interested for the sake of a paycheck.

COMMUNITY
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You always hear about the local who
moved away and then came back once
they realized how special this region is.
I want everyone who visits here or lives
in this region to have that same feeling,
“There’s no place like this.” People won’t
protect places they don’t love and if we
want things to stay the same (or improve
for the better) everyone needs to develop
an appreciation for this area that goes
deeper than pretty views, tasty food, and
great people.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
To the lakeshore. No matter the season – she
always shines.
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THE WHY

I hope my work inspires people to move
outside of their comfort zone, where progress,
friendships, and new experiences are found.
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SAV BUIST
MICHAEL DAUSE
KATIE LARSON

THE WHY
theaccidentalsmusic.com
moreaccidentals@gmail.com

The people and the community. Music unites us,
music heals us.

@theaccidentalsmusic
theaccidentals

THE REGION
We grew up here and it’s one of the
most beautiful places on earth. We
have toured the whole U.S. and it’s
hard to top NoMI summers.
YOUR ASSET
We’re multi-dimensional. We can host a workshop,
play a show, write a jingle, score a movie, co-write a
song, or just hang out and play some music together..

Creating indie
pop folk tunes
with strings.

COMMUNITY
Community is everything to us. Having that
connection between the music and the emotion and
the people is the reason we create. We want to foster
that community through our Patreon page where we
are able to be more personal, more one-on-one with
people.
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Building 50, then the Dunes, couple wineries, and
Moomers. Eventually we hit Oryana for lunch, the
beach, and Bardons.
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FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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MORGAN BURKE-BEYERS

morganburkebeyers.com
morganburkebeyers@gmail.com
@morganburkebeyers
Morgan Burke-Beyers

Cinematic
video
production.

THE REGION
My career brought me here after college. I’ve stayed because of the balance I’ve
found between access to all types of outdoor activities and a vibrant downtown.

THE WHY
I really like telling stories, sharing information, and
getting people engaged.

YOUR ASSET
We can make it happen.
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I think storytelling helps connect our community to each other.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Pyramid Point, Empire Beach, The Open Space, Sleeping Bear Point (in the Winter), The Commons (Grand Traverse
Commons), Port Oneida, and hiking around Sugar Loaf.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

COMMUNITY
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THE REGION

KATHERINE CORDEN
katherinecorden.com
hello@katherinecorden.com
@katherinecorden.art
katherinecordenart

I’m drawn to
the movement,
imperfections, and
unpredictability of
humans and nature,
and I try to reflect these
abstractions in my
paintings.
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Painting very much feels like a part of who I am. With an art teacher for a mother, I’ve been creating since as early
as I can remember. I am endlessly grateful for the support I’ve received and that I get to practice what I love for
a living. I also am deeply tied to and inspired by the Great Lakes right in my backyard, and as an attempt to thank
them and give more meaning to my work, I have committed to giving 5% of my proceeds back to our lakes through
my favorite local organization working to protect them – FLOW (For Love of Water).

YOUR ASSET
I’m a people person and an eternal optimist. I’m full of
endless ideas and often find a way to bring the good
ones to life, or help others achieve theirs – often through
collaborating with friends and fellow creatives. I currently
work out of an artist co-working space in Traverse City
which I’m proud to say I helped facilitate the design
through collaborating with my current landlord and
local creatives. I also have a knack for marketing creative
endeavors, whether it’s an event, a collection release, or
new space at our studio.

COMMUNITY
Something I’ve been brainstorming for awhile now is
collaborating with FLOW on a beach clean up where I offer
the added incentive of joining me for a complimentary
sketchbook session on the beach. I’m passionate about
practicing a stewardship of our land and water up here,
and love the idea of bringing that passion, my art, and our
community together. I also love participating in local art
shows or events where a portion of the proceeds from my
sales goes back to our community.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY

I grew up spending unforgettable summers and winter
weekends with my family and cousins in Frankfort, Michigan. The summer after I graduated college I worked at
Betsie Bay Furniture, which is where I got my first taste
of the creative culture up here. Serendipitously, Betsie
Bay is also where I displayed my work publicly for the first
time. When I decided to pursue art as a career, not only
did I think northern Michigan would be a beautiful place
to live, but I knew the community would both support and
inspire my growth as a fine artist.

No matter the season, I always love showing off our
beautiful hiking trails and beaches. And I love sharing the
secret that we have wineries with fabulous views – the
pinot grigio and ciders are my favorite.
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THE REGION

TAYLOR CRAMER

taylor@coldshowerpodcast.com
coldshowerpodcast.com
@_taylorcramer
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YOUR ASSET
Through my years spent as a social worker I learned to
genuinely connect with people. As a podcast host and
producer, I’ve seen how I can leverage those skills to
encourage a guest or client to be themselves. We all have
great things to share with the world, but sometimes we
aren’t sure how we want it to sound. I can help people
figure that out.

THE WHY

COMMUNITY

I’ve always been happier when those around me
are succeeding. There is no limited amount of
success that we all share. In fact, I’ve realized that
my odds of being successful, happy, and fulfilled
are increased when I contribute to the betterment
of others. I do what I do to help others see their
value and can find the most genuine way to share
their message.

I hope to connect by highlighting the many diverse
people, projects, businesses, and creatives that call this
area home. There are always incredible things happening
in this community. Some get attention and some don’t. I
want to shed a light on those that are doing good work
and contributing to the betterment of our northern
Michigan town.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Lake Ann Brewing all year around, or some of my favorite
hikes. Those are a secret.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Contributing to the
betterment of the community
through the production of
thoughtful and genuine
content.

My wife and I moved to this area for the
beautiful landscapes. Prior to moving, this area
was a place of respite, but we didn’t necessarily
have meaningful connections with others. Once
putting down roots we found that the landscape
is rivaled in the beauty of the connections that
this community has to offer. This community
says “yes” to creative ideas and encourages
people to pursue their passions.
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ERIC DAIGH
Conceptual art and creative consulting.

YOUR ASSET
ericdaigh.com
eric@daigh.com
@ericdaigh
@peopledontchange

Commissioning a work from me is fairly
straightforward, and more often than not, it’s
a massive mosaic you’re asking me to make. If
you’re engaging me as a Creative Consultant or
Creative Director, though, it’s my curiosity and
naive analysis that serve you best. If you let me,
I can help you see your project or business from
an outside, uncalcified vantage point that’s all
but impossible to gain otherwise. It’s precisely
because I don’t know your business that I can
help you.

COMMUNITY
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THE WHY

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

James Baldwin said, “If I love you, I have to make you conscious of the things you don’t see.” I strive to be a part
of that tradition. I often find patterns, themes, and metaphors where others might not, and it’s my ambition to
illuminate them.

It does indeed change with the season. If it’s
feasible, swimming is best. Almost any given
beach on the bays or big lake. Barring that, I’ve
really loved what quarantine has done for the
insular community I live in. If you’re invited, our
lot hangs are the best. The other best.

THE REGION
I grew up in Southern California, relocating to Traverse City as a teenager. Most of my career has occurred in NYC. I
suffocate in the winter, sure. But it’s never occurred to me to want to go live in a fast city. I’m quite content to visit
and leave. When our kids are grown, we might go be in another country, but for now this feels best.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

I tend to be a bit shy and reticent about the
work I make, unless I’m discussing it with a
few people casually. I think art best serves a
community when it inspires questions and
leaves the answering to the viewer. I don’t see
much benefit to the community brought by
works that are too generic, safe, or obvious.
So I’d rather connect with my community by
contributing to projects that evolve, either
in their explicit form, or in terms of the
relationships they form with the viewers over
time.
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COMMUNITY

DANI KNOPH DAVIS
daniknoph.com
dani@daniknoph.com

I hope people stay active
in conserving northern
Michigan for the future of
wildlife and our collective
well-being.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE
TO GO
Grass River Natural Area in Bellaire,
Mount McSauba, or Fisherman’s
Island State Park in Charlevoix.

Intricate watercolor illustrations
of Michigan wildlife.
THE WHY
I paint wildlife to remind people of the joy and spirit of curiosity
present in the wild.

THE REGION
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YOUR ASSET
Connecting wildlife art to conservation efforts in northern Michigan.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

My papa always called northern Michigan, “God’s Country.” Walk
through the woods by the water, and you’ll know why.
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THE REGION

JAIMIEN DELP

thedreamersdesk.org
Jaimien@thedreamersdesk.org
the_dreamers_desk
thedreamersdesk

WATER. SUMMER. FAMILY. Are there three more beautiful words? I
grew up in northern Michigan, and after several attempts at living in
various parts of the country (Southern Vermont, New York City, Los
Angeles), I always found myself returning home. I now spend my time
between Ann Arbor and Traverse City, and am growing more practiced
at finding Lake Michigan inside of myself when I can’t physically be in
the area. There is no replacement for the open coasts, the bends of
the rivers, the view from the dunes, the trees and waves...
YOUR ASSET

A virtual space for young
people to grow their
love of language, set
their imaginations free,
and give voice to their
dreams via live creative
writing courses.

Joy, experience, and vision. This work makes me happy; I do it because I care about
the world my son – all children – will grow up in, and because I believe nurturing the
words and imaginations of youth can help create a more vibrant, free, and thoughtful
world. I am privileged to have the experience I do as an educator and writer (I
teach in the English Dept. at U of M and have spent many summers on the writing
faculty at Interlochen). I’m eager to grow this vision, and come together with other
entrepreneurs, artists, and educators. If the intention is true, nothing is out of reach.

COMMUNITY
Despite being a place of wealth, northern Michigan is also home to some incredibly
underprivileged communities, and we are sadly lacking in diversity. I attended
Interlochen Elementary, which was among the poorer schools, yet, we were just down
the road from the most highly acclaimed international arts school in the U.S. – much
like T.C. is to some surrounding counties. I have begun a scholarship program (we
received our first donation!) and am exploring creative options to build cross-cultural
friendships. The Dreamer’s Desk hinges on dreamers supporting one another (that is,
connecting community).

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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A close friend and successful small business owner once advised me, “Don’t think in terms of what
people will buy. Think in terms of what the world needs, and what will bring you joy.” And so, The
Dreamer’s Desk was born. I have always been deeply committed to the belief that words can inspire
wonderful, powerful things, but all too often, the element of dreaming – which is key to all of the
change the world truly needs – isn’t discussed nearly enough in the writing process. I love working with
young people, and I love helping them strengthen their language.

Ooo... I love this question. Here’s the dream day. In the morning, we hit up Platte
Bay! We put in upstream, and paddle board to the mouth of the river, then out into
Lake Michigan. We have a picnic lunch, followed by an afternoon poking around the
boutiques and studios downtown, and visiting a vineyard or two. The evening is a
combination of catching a movie at The Bijou, the food trucks and drinks out by the
fire at Little Fleet, and night swimming while the sun dips down. Later, beach fire at
Peterson Beach!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY
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MICHAEL DELP

themadangler.com
travel7429@aol.com

THE WHY
Writing is a way for me to interpret the world.

@riverfool

THE REGION

Michael Delp

I’ve lived here all of my adult
life. I taught at Interlochen for
almost 30 years, and was the
Director of Creative Writing for
most of them.
YOUR ASSET
Hard to say. That’s up to them what they see in
my work.

I’m a writer and editor
and a fly fisherman.

COMMUNITY
My connection with the community encourages
me to increase awareness of what it is I’m up to
as a writer.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Usually to the Boardman River.
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THE REGION

REBECCA DENEAU
rebeccadeneau.com
deneaurebecca@gmail.com

My husband grew up in Traverse City and I grew up in the Chicago
area. After we were married 18 years ago, we decided to make
Traverse City our home. I love the slower pace, the people, and
the beautiful landscape of northern Michigan.

YOUR ASSET
@rebeccadeneau
rebeccadeneauart

Attention to detail, and an eye for good design. I love bringing the
finishing touch to a room. Good art that unifies and elevates a
space. Whether it is a local business looking to bring life and joy
to their workspace, or a designer looking for the perfect finishing
touch for their clients home. I offer fine art prints on canvas and
paper as well as custom pieces and original oil paintings full of
rich color and texture.

COMMUNITY

Fresh art for your home, to help
create a peaceful space that will
inspire and refresh you.
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As a natural homebody, I understand that your home is your haven. The
place you nurture your family, yourself, and your friends. My goal is to
create art that refreshes you, so that you are fueled and inspired to
live your beautiful, wonder-filled life.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
In the summer, I take people to a secluded Lake
Michigan beach. In the fall, we drive to Friske
Orchards. We enjoy a color tour on the way and
pick apples and eat pumpkin donuts there. In
the winter, a horse-drawn sleigh ride is a favorite
event. And in the spring, we hike and enjoy the
trillium and spring wildflowers.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I would love it if my art brought more unity to our community
over the joy and love we have for this place we call home.
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THE REGION

CHELSEA BAY DENNIS

chelseabaydesign.com
chelsbay@gmail.com
@ ChelseaBayDesign

I was born and raised in Traverse City, then moved on to live in
Ann Arbor, San Francisco, and travel the world. I chose T.C. once
again in 2007, a town that is overflowing with ideas, community,
nature, culture, local food, arts, and my family. A place where
people stay, become part of “the change they wish to see in
the world,” start their entrepreneurial ideas, and support one
another. Also...the water! I jump in the bay almost every day
in the summer (thanks to my parents who gave me my middle
name of Bay.

YOUR ASSET

Good-for-the-world
creative services and
graphic design.

If someone is running or starting something that is good for the
world, I get them; I am their audience. With 20 years of experience
as a designer in the “green” world, and as a International Coach
Federation trained life coach, I offer insight to what their
audience is looking for, what is authentic to them, and what will
be impactful and make change big and small. I LOVE helping
people get clarity, be inspired, and make their ideas happen
through strategy and design. Together, we become the creative
team, as I invite each client deep into the process.

COMMUNITY
I love that graphic design is a public art with a purpose. It’s
everywhere in our every day. I love going into Oryana and seeing
organic jam, kombucha, and wine labels on the shelves that I
designed, or visiting a natural area with a logo I created on all
of the wayfinding signage. I am also passionate about donating
design where I can to nonprofits and causes I believe in, using
what I’m good at for good.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Early in my university years, I realized that I could combine my passion for environmental and social justice
with my creativity and love for art and design by being a graphic designer for good. I believe strongly that
design has the power to make change in the world through raising awareness, building bridges, and
educating the public through visual communication. I could make the entities that were doing good, look
good, and compete against the very large and well-designed corporations in our society.

The woods and hills of the Grand Traverse Commons. I know
those trails like the back of my hand; how awesome that we have
so much nature right in town?! Canoeing down the Boardman
River, or out towards the Big Lake to hidden trails, dunes, and
outlooks. More beach in the summer, more trails in the winter.
OUTSIDE, no matter what the season!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY
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THE REGION

ANDREW DOST

It just feels like home. I’ve lived all over, and have a fondness for everywhere, but no other place has
consistently and continuously felt like home.

andrewdost.com
Andrew.dost@gmail.com
@andrewdost

YOUR ASSET
I’m only ever interested in doing things I think are exciting. I’m only interested in doing my best work. I want
the work to be as durable as denim. Tug at it, rough it up; it’s solid. It’ll hold up.

Music, art,
design,
dumb ideas,
great ideas,
and general
collaboration.
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I’m mostly driven by things that give me “The Feeling.” It can be something that makes me laugh, something that
makes me confused, or something that I want to learn more about. If it makes me curious and excited, whether it’s
a song, designing a couch, learning a new instrument, or a song about a bee that I can’t stop singing, I pursue it and
work hard until it’s finished. I usually don’t understand the point of it all until much later.

COMMUNITY
There is so much talent in northern Michigan. I want to make friends, experiment, and continue building what
is already blossoming here.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
This is always changing. The area is so dynamic, and so full of life. With changing leaves, new restaurants, old
favorites, there is never a shortage of things I want to show visitors.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY
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YOUR ASSET
I’m excited about other people’s creative endeavors, and I think that comes across pretty vibrantly when I’m writing. I get to
show off people’s talents for them, and I have a great time with it.

BRIGHID DRISCOLL

COMMUNITY
gtpulse.com
brighiddriscoll@9and10mews.com

I want to connect more to the community by drawing attention to creative work and initiatives that locals are putting their
love, time, and care into.

@thegtpulse
thegtpulse

For the unique,
the odd,
		
and the incredible.
THE WHY
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THE REGION
I moved here to write!

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I think the first place on our stop would be a winery on the Old Mission Peninsula,
the drive alone is worth it. For fall, I think a morning trip to Common Good Bakery
followed by a walk around the Village Commons sounds lovely. Last winter I
went snowshoeing for the first time and really enjoyed it. I’m hoping to get out
on the TART trail to do more of that this winter.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

I’ve always loved writing and passionate people. I get to
showcase both through the column. It’s a special and
humbling experience to hear and tell stories about all of these
extraordinary northern Michiganders.
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THE REGION

MATT ESCKELSON
signet.design
matt@signet.design
@signet.design

Graphic design
and illustration,
with a focus on
logo and visual
identity design.
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My favorite feeling is that mutual excitement during a new project;
getting really stoked about someone else’s life’s work, or the new
venture they’re pouring their heart into, and working with them to
create something they’re really, really pleased with. I love that stuff,
and I take pride in it. I also care a lot about the craft; about whether
everything comes out feeling suitably polished, and whether it
performs the way it’s supposed to.

YOUR ASSET
I care very much about how a given piece of work
looks when I turn it over to a client, but I also know
I haven’t done my job unless I’ve considered that
client’s needs and goals, and made a concerted
effort to understand their business. I draw a hard
line between design and art for art’s sake (or
between commercial art and fine art, if you like). I
don’t expect anyone to pay me just to “do my thing.”
To that end, I also place a high value on a client’s
knowledge of their industry.

COMMUNITY
I love geeking out about what other people do for
a living. With logo design especially, each new
collaboration represents a chance for me to dig
deep into a different industry or business model,
and I get the benefit of adding someone else’s
expertise to my own. In short, if you’re out there in
the community, I’d love to work with you.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I’ve got a handful of favorite places I’ll drag people
to; Earthen Ales, The Filling Station, Nolan’s
Tobacconist, and Charles & Reid Detroit Pizza are
top of mind. Oryana is also very dear to me.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

Calling northern Michigan home wasn’t
so much a choice as it was happenstance;
I grew up here, met my wife here, found
opportunities here. There are a lot of
people trying really cool things, pouring
a lot of effort and enthusiasm into it,
making it work. It never seemed like I
needed to go somewhere else to do that.
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THE REGION
I’ve lived in Traverse City almost my entire life. My parents moved
up here to escape the city. It must run in the family – I can’t imagine
living away from nature. I’ve traveled quite a lot, and I always feel
spoiled to call this place my home. But beauty isn’t quite enough
to satisfy me. If there weren’t such an interesting, down-to-earth
artisanal culture here, my husband and I probably would’ve left by
now. It also doesn’t hurt to have infinite possibilities available to
you via the internet.

RACHEL ESCKELSON
weefish.design
rachel@weefish.design
@raesckelson

Making
pretty
things
that
work.
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I’m passionate about helping others realize the visual potential
of their business, or passion project, or whatever it is they’re
working on. I’m a dreamer myself, and I’ve often benefited from
people with expertise outside of my own. I hope to provide the
same boon to others through graphic design and illustration.
And, at my core, I enjoy making things pretty.

I’ll learn everything I can about you, your goals, your project,
and your audience. I’ll collaborate with you and use my design
experience to turn your aspirations into something tangible. I love
brainstorming and reaching for the greatest potential outcome
with a client or creative partner.

COMMUNITY
I enjoy forging connections with other designers,
artists, creatives, and entrepreneurs. One fun
thing about being an illustrator or designer is that
you get to learn the ins and outs of plenty of other
professions. I’ve worked in many different design
mediums: illustration, publications, posters, logo
design, advertising, web design, and more - hit me
up!
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I always tailor places to my guests. We often end up trying a small
batch brew at Earthen Ales, smoking cigars at Nolan’s, hiking
the trails at the Commons, or perusing Darling Botanical after
getting coffee.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY

YOUR ASSET
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THE REGION

BRIANNE FARLEY

briannefarley.com
brianne@briannefarley.com
@briannehfarley
@briannefarley

Professional
author and
illustrator.

I grew up in Traverse City and moved
back “for the summer” five years ago. It
was important to me to live and work in
a big city, but after thirteen years away
I was ready for a slower pace of life. I
moved back for family and stayed for the
garden, Lake Michigan, hiking, good food,
friends I met, and a nice guy I married.
I still love and miss city life, but this is
home.
YOUR ASSET
Collaboration is a big part of my job. Every book I make
is a collaboration with the publisher, author, book seller,
and reader. My freelance jobs are a collaboration between
myself and the client. I most enjoy working with clients
who give me a lot of creative freedom and trust in my
expertise; in return I offer total engagement and curiosity
in the project, and years of experience.

COMMUNITY
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I make books and art for kids and adults. I’m curious about the world, and by writing and illustrating, I get to explore and
learn and play while I work. I want to know how things work, where things come from, and how people live and feel. I like
small stories about little things everyone can relate to, big stories about true events, and imaginative stories about things
that could never happen. I hope the people who engage with my stories become excited about exploring and learning and
playing as well.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
A hike at Pyramid Point is a must, regardless of the season.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I get to visit the most creative and enthusiastic members
of our community through elementary school visits, book
launch parties, and library events. We talk about making
mistakes, revision, curiosity, and inspiration. I’ve also found
connection through art classes, professional lectures, and
murals; my most recent mural has connected me to the
chocolate-making community, which is a good connection
to have.
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PETE FARMER
THE REGION

footdrums.com
pete@footdurms.com
@farmerfootdrums

My wife and I choose to live here because the
natural beauty is inspiring. I am sure that its
DNA is infused in the objects we make as well.
YOUR ASSET

We build
innovative
musical
instruments
to help inspire
musicians.

We think outside the box and work relentlessly to find the
golden essence of great design.

COMMUNITY
Our creations are either heard or played across the Grand
Traverse Region. But we are always keen to welcome
opportunities to collaborate with a musician’s vision that
only a local face-to-face connection can help foster.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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THE WHY
I design non-traditional musical instruments first and foremost
because I could not find what I wanted to play in the marketplace.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Sleeping Bear of course. Winter or summer, the excitement
is best near where the water hits the shore. Traverse City is
a nice backup if the winter is too biting.
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THE REGION

ABBY FOSTER

toileandstripes.com
abigail@toileandstripes.com
Toile and Stripes
@toileandstripes

Toile & Stripes was founded to provide
wardrobes with elegant, natural fiber handmade clothing. We strive to create timeless
designs that integrate effortlessly into
today’s active lifestyle – balancing work,
leisure, and family.
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Something I always remind people of is that clothing is, at its core, a
necessity. It’s a tool we use to be able to DO other things. In today’s
culture of fast fashion and throw away trends, it’s acceptable to wear
a garment a handful of times, get bored with it, and throw it away.
I am designing clothing for women everywhere who are looking for
sustainable pieces that are classic, with a dash of modern, and a rustic
aesthetic, that can withstand weather, work, and suit a woman of any
age.

YOUR ASSET
I firmly believe that my most valuable asset is the
authenticity of my intentions to provide the best product
possible. My hope for each customer that engages with
me, is for them to walk away with a garment that has
been made with the highest quality fibers, with the
highest quality of technique, and with the knowledge that
their best interests are at the forefront of my decisions.
My purpose for any collaboration is to bring something
special, useful, and beautiful to the wonderful people
that are my customers.

COMMUNITY
My intention with every garment I design is to make life
slightly easier for the women of today’s world. Balancing
life, a family, and work is a lofty task, and worrying about
what to wear or whether it is on-trend is time consuming.
I aspire to provide women with clothing that is durable,
stylish, and comfortable.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It changes every season! But I love to show people
the state park trails and the dunes!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I moved to a small town, Northport, when I was eight
years old and fell in love with this place. Even though I
spent years in California, and out on the East Coast, I am
happy to be back. Living in northern Michigan has been an
almost magical experience. I am inspired by the beauty
that is our Grand Traverse Region, and desire to create
garments that not only reflect the beauty here, but also
the values we hold close to our hearts.
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COMMUNITY

MEGAN GILGER

freshexchange.com
hello@freshexchange.com
@freshexchange

A blog and lifestyle brand focused on bringing the
garden to the kitchen on a modern homestead.

THE REGION
Northern Michigan has always been home. I moved a lot, but I was born in
the Petoskey/Harbor Springs region. Even after returning I left again, but
was called back because of the way of life and community here. There is
a sense of connection and value for life here I have found nowhere else in
my travels. We knew we wanted to establish a home here, raise our kids
here, and settle in for the long haul in Leelanau County. It has a power you
cannot explain. You only know it if you know it.
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I am really good at seeing talent in others, and respecting them for it. I
don’t like micromanaging and enjoy seeing what happens when talented
people all bring their best to the table and are given the room to soar. It
brings me a lot of joy to watch that unfold and a reason I value so many
people in this community. We all are good at lifting each other up and
encouraging each other.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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YOUR ASSET

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

The “why” behind Fresh Exchange has been to inspire people to connect
deeper with purpose in life. I wake up every day wanting people to believe
they can grow their food, be softer on the earth, and live with more
intention – and ultimately more joy – while connecting to their local
community in a deeper way.

There is a hike...I will not disclose...but the view and the drive clearly show just
how good it is here. Then we grab a beer or glass of wine at a favorite local spot.

THE WHY

I hope to always help promote and maintain what this region was built
on; agriculture and a celebration of living in the seasons. Our local
agriculture is amazing. I hope that through what I put out in the world, I
am encouraging people to support their farmers, think seasonally, think
about the Earth and our impact on it. As creatives, we choose daily how
our work will either harm or better our planet. It isn’t always easy to
choose the latter, but I hope that when push comes to shove, I always
land there.
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ALYSSA GILLESPIE
anddesignmi.com
anddesignmi@outlook.com
@anddesign_interiors
anddesignmi

We provide interior design services
and sell high-quality vintage furniture
and home decor.
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We believe the space we live in is sacred. Interiors should be designed
with a purpose, connect with the earth, and tell the user’s story. We are
dedicated to providing high-quality goods to our clients, and practicing
sustainability is very important to us. Our shop is full of vintage
furniture and décor that we have brought back to life. We are here to
create spaces that bring happiness to our clients, and to reflect their
soul through design. We seek to be the foundation that makes a space
simply feel like “home.”

YOUR ASSET
As far as interior design, I am very knowledgeable and interested
in different design styles and techniques. I pay attention to trends,
but that doesn’t hold me back from going against traditional
ideas. What is most important is the happiness of the client in
their home, and I want to help find products and ideas that reflect
your soul entirely.

COMMUNITY
I hope to show the community how important sustainable design
practices are to preserve our beautiful earth. Your home shouldn’t
just be filled with “stuff” that brings no purpose or satisfaction to
your life. I want to continue to promote thrifting and renovating
furniture pieces back to life, and to share sustainable furniture
and home decor brands that are working hard to lessen our
impact on the earth. We love beautiful things, but we design with
a purpose, and want to share all of our ideas through our blog and
social media outlets.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
In the summertime, I definitely would take someone right to the
middle of it all on Front Street in downtown Traverse City. Grab
lunch, hit the beach, and maybe find some live music at night. In
the fall and winter, one of my favorite hikes to bring people to in
town is through the backwoods at Hickory Hills, which is right
across the street from our storefront, and ends with a gorgeous
view of the city!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I grew up in Traverse City in a renovated barn/antique store that
my parents own. It was a dream growing up here, especially as
an artsy kid. After I went to college for interior design at Western
Michigan University, I had to decide whether to move to a big city
and work for a design firm, or move back home to Traverse City
with the opportunity to start my own design business alongside
my family’s antique store. It hasn’t been easy, but I 100% made the
right choice to start my business and start a family here. I am so
grateful for the creative community, and for the local support in
Traverse City.
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LAUREN & TOMMY GREENE
trap-studio.com
hello@trap-studio.com
@wearetrapstudio

At Trap–Studio, we collaborate with
passionate clients, finding creative
alignment through remarkable visual
solutions.
THE WHY
Most simply, because we love working together and it’s fun. It’s
energizing. It fills us with purpose. Helping clients communicate
their brand promises through visual storytelling has introduced us to
the most interesting, brilliant people, and we love the collaborative
partnerships and friendships we’ve made throughout the years, doing
what we do.

We both grew up camping and vacationing in northern Michigan
and love the natural beauty of the location and the slower pace of
life. When job opportunities in northern Michigan opened up for us
early in our careers, it was a no brainer to make the move. Living in
Michigan, we’re close to our families and outdoor adventures are
only ever a tent and fuel canister away.

YOUR ASSET
As a team, we bring a low-key, pared back, visual perspective to
every project we tackle, which is what our clients know us for.
However, secretly we think that our marriage is kind of like our
studio superpower. Communication is key to any successful
design project, and it’s helpful when you know your creative
partner to such a degree that you can almost intuit the approach
and direction they’re going to move a project in. Our deep
understanding of, and respect for, each other’s creative vision
allows us to build on ideas in a unique way.

COMMUNITY
We’ve loved getting to know like-minded
individuals in our region who share our values
and passion for nature and the north. Meeting
small business owners and helping them
achieve their creative goals is both exciting
and gratifying for us and we love how our
clients end up inspiring our work in ways we
couldn’t foresee.

We’d start at Warehouse MRKT, take a walk on the TART trail or a
trip to Sleeping Bear Dunes, and end with a bite to eat at The Little
Fleet! We also have a serious obsession with Dairy Lodge...that’s
our summer-long guilty pleasure.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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YOUR ASSET

NATE GRISWOLD
@inhabitect

I offer experience in nearly every aspect of the construction
process. I have worked on the largest commercial projects in North
America all the way to small scale residential projects. I carry a
degree in Landscape Architecture, spent many years working as
a technical sales person with clients all around the world, and I
have physically built things, dealt with the logistics associated
with all scales of construction, and I bring a diplomatic mindset
to every project. I can “speak the language” of nearly every facet
of the industry. I also thrive on collaboration and networking. I get
to work.

inhabitect

COMMUNITY

inhabitect.com
nate@inhabitect.com

Inhabitect is a full-service firm devoted to designing,
building, and growing all forms of living architecture. We
specialize in green roofs, rooftop living spaces, natural
shorelines, and stormwater management.
THE WHY
I founded Inhabitect to provide streamlined solutions for constructing green
infrastructure that meet my clients’ environmental, social, and financial goals
and ensure that the results are functional, beautiful, and affordable. Traverse
City and the whole state of Michigan are surrounded by fresh, clean, and cool
water. My company is dedicated to making sure it stays this way and actively
educates other community members on the importance of respecting the
places and spaces that we inhabit.
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I was born and raised in Traverse City and spent considerable time in both
Benzie and Leelanau Counties – this is home. I consider myself to be a
“boomerang entrepreneur” who set off into the big city following college,
gaining the skill set needed to operate a company like Inhabitect, and then
found my way home to implement lasting change in how development
impacts our community. Our home is beautiful, I encourage people to move
here, but we must develop in ways that are mindful of the future, resilient,
and most importantly beautiful. We have one chance to do things right and I
am here to help.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
This depends on the person, the season, and if they have ever
been to northern Michigan before. I tend to lean towards the Lake
Michigan coastline, one of our local breweries or wineries, and if
you’re lucky, my favorite fishing holes. As my wife will tell you,
one of my favorite things to do is play tour guide. I am proud to live
where everyone else vacations.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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I believe the work that I do will have a lasting
impact on my community, the entire state of
Michigan, as well as the entire planet. Many
aspects of my work are interconnected and
provide triple-bottom-line benefits (social,
environmental, and economic) and this goal
is the reason I am passionate about my work.
Every little detail counts and I hope that my
vision for managing stormwater and our
waterways influences others to operate in a
similar fashion.
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Our family was drawn to Traverse City by its
mix of natural beauty, small-town feel, and
vibrant cultural and entertainment scene.
We knew it was the perfect place to serve the
arts and raise our inquisitive son!

CRAIG HADLEY
dennosmuseum.org
chadley@nmc.edu
thedennos

The Dennos Museum Center seeks to
engage, entertain, and enlighten its
audiences through the collection of art,
and the presentation of exhibitions and
programs in the visual arts, sciences, and
performing arts.

THE WHY

I problem solve and collaborate with
an interdisciplinary approach, bringing
experience and expertise in technology,
art, science, teaching, and even aviation.
Museums are curious places, and we are
always asking ourselves, “Why, how, or why
not?”

COMMUNITY
I like to think about the museum as a creative
hub for so many different disciplines. While it’s
obvious that we serve visual and performing
arts patrons, I’m always asking myself, “What
about that culinary partnership? How about
working with a partner in an unexpected
field?” I believe that connecting the museum
in unexpected ways can deeply alter, inform,
and upend our worldview and perspective in
positive ways.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
While the Dennos Museum Center is certainly
at the top of the list, I’m always immensely
proud of the rich natural resources available
in our region: lakes, streams, woods, and
hiking trails. Depending on the time of year,
we will take a drive up the peninsula or a walk
along any of the numerous trails that dot the
area.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Opened in 1991, the Dennos Museum Center at Northwestern Michigan
College is a premier cultural facility in northern Michigan offering a
dynamic array of exhibitions and programs in the visual arts, sciences,
and performing arts. The Museum includes temporary exhibition
and permanent collection galleries, an elegant sculpture court, and
a hands-on Discovery Gallery. The permanent collection features
regional, national, and international art from the 19th to 21st centuries.
The Milliken Auditorium hosts events and concerts with performers
from around the world.

YOUR ASSET
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HALEY HILDEBRAND
sweetfernco.com
sweetfernco@gmail.com
@sweetfern.co

Handmade earrings
that empower women to
make a statement.
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Sweet Fern began as a creative outlet for me during a
global pandemic. I started making earrings for friends,
simply to bring a bit of joy as all of our lives turned
upside down. As I slowly began selling earrings to
others, I wanted to give back a portion of proceeds to
support causes making a positive impact. As a social
worker, my passion for social and environmental
justice drives everything I do. In order to create a
better world, I strongly believe we need more women
in leadership. When women feel confident, and
encourage one another, the possibilities are endless.

YOUR ASSET
I make every pair in small batches with a lot of love
and intention, and enjoy making custom pairs that are
lightweight, high quality, and truly unique. I would be thrilled
to collaborate and give back to this incredible community
any way I can.

COMMUNITY
Ultimately, I hope to continue building
friendships through Sweet Fern. The
creative community here is so welcoming
and supportive. I wouldn’t have been able
to turn my creative outlet into a small
business without the encouragement of
other entrepreneurs. My deepest desire is
that every pair of earrings brings joy and a
boost of confidence.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Our neighborhood cafe, Rose & Fern, no matter the season,
before any adventure. One of my favorite things about living
here is the ability to enjoy the outdoors all year long. A hike
along Empire Bluff Trail, or a hidden trail that leads to a

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I was born and raised in Michigan, and feel a deep connection
to the Great Lakes. After moving away for a few years, I
realized how special our state truly is. The rhythm of the
seasons, abundance of freshwater, and natural beauty of
this region drew me in. The small-town feel, vibrant creative
scene, and strong local food system drew my partner and
me to Traverse City. We feel so grateful to call this place
home.
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YOUR ASSET

JOSHUA HOISINGTON
boiimusic.com
joshua@northernspy.org
@weareboii

Composition, production, and sound
design...for the end of the world?

weareboii

With BOII, our whole mission is based on
collaboration. We started with a simple
model; create things that we like, that we
believe in, and achieve that through an open,
collaborative process. While we’ve found a
niche, we come from completely different
cultural and creative backgrounds. That
manifests into sonic landscapes that neither
of us could have created independently.

COMMUNITY
We are always looking for new creative
collaborations. If they are local and
meaningful, all the better.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
THE WHY
I have been compelled to make music since I can
remember. I love it, it moves me. When I met Adam
Welsh, who is the other half of BOII and lives in
London, I recognized that in him as well. We met
at a theater in New York, and despite the distance
between us, we felt compelled to work together.
Virtual has always been normal for us.

Summer, it has to be directly into the water.
Fall, just LOOK AROUND YOU. Winter, Van’s
Beach on a windy day – whether or not the
water has frozen. Spring, Northport to watch
the last ice floats behave however they like.

THE REGION
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I spent summers in Northport throughout my
childhood, and I knew that it was a place where I
eventually wanted to land. After over a decade in
New York, my family had the opportunity to make
the move. I’ve always felt inspired by the beauty of
the Grand Traverse Region, but what I didn’t expect
is to also be inspired by the people. In a time when
we are all so connected virtually, and we have the
opportunity to work anywhere, I cannot imagine a
better place to create and grow.
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KRISTIN HUSSEY
kristinmackenzie.com
hello@kristinmackenzie.com

I grew up on the Old Mission Peninsula, but
didn’t appreciate the magic of this area until
I moved away for college. My husband and
I moved back about five years ago and I’m
so happy we did. There’s nothing quite like
the community here, having the lakes at our
fingertips, and I can’t wait to raise our little
girls here.

@kristinmacdesign
kristinmacdesign

YOUR ASSET
I am a great listener and pride myself in being able to translate
my clients’ visions into reality.

A curated collection of products
featuring my hand-painted artwork,
that is a reflection of my love of art
and all things colorful.

THE WHY
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Our community is so special because of all of the artists in the
area who work to beautify where we live. I love collaborating
with these other artists on different products, and spreading joy
throughout the community through the pieces that we create
together.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
If they visit during the summer, I love taking them paddle
boarding out on Lake Leelanau, or hiking up Pyramid Point. In the
winter, I love taking them snowshoeing in the woods out on the
Old Mission Peninsula.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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Gift-giving is my love language, so my goal is to create products that
people would be proud to give as gifts, that bring joy to the people who
receive them.

COMMUNITY
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DWAYNE JOHNSON
MARC O’GRADY

beaghaus.com
contact@beaghaus.com
@beaghaus
beaghaus

YOUR ASSET
Our most valuable asset is the fact
that we have real world hands-on
experience building homes. We know
how a home will be built during the
design phase and that helps us create
unique and modern homes that are
built with standard methods to keep
cost in check.

COMMUNITY

Modern small home design.

THE WHY
Our mission at beag+haus is to improve the lives of others
through the design of innovative small homes.
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We love the northern Michigan region because of the natural
beauty and connection between human nature.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO
GO
We take them to a cozy coffee shop.
Great conversation happens over a
cup of coffee and great conversation
leads to a great working relationship
with our clients.
CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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We help people to simplify their lives
by eliminating the “stuff” which allows
them to become more connected with
nature and their natural surroundings.
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MELISSA KELENSKE
LIZ NEDDO
woolandhoney.com
thebuzz@woolandhoney.com
@woolandhoney
WoolandHoney

Tucked away into the heart of
Leelanau County, where cherry
trees, centennial farms, and wine
grapes meet the shores of Lake
Michigan, is a Maker’s paradise.
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We love everything about being a local yarn shop – whether
our customers live in Traverse City or only visit once a year. We
love laughing with them. We love catching up on their lives at
home. We love helping plan projects, matching yarn, picking
up dropped stitches, giving tips, learning from them, trading
book recommendations, hearing about their kids, giving hugs,
crying with them. We also love hearing their voices when
they call the shop. We love seeing their faces on our Saturday
morning Zoom calls – nearly 50 from around the world join us.
Everything is about the people.

YOUR ASSET
We are knitters, so we’re used to making something from
nothing. From gathering hundreds of pounds of raw wool
within 50 miles of our shop to be spun into yarn at a fourthgeneration Michigan mill, to teaming up with an indie dyer
to create a colorway based on Leelanau’s lovely vistas to
working with a local leather craftsman to design a Maker’s
portfolio, we just love conceiving in collaboration.

COMMUNITY
By listening, by learning, by unlearning, by amplifying
melanated voices, by reading, by uncomfortably sitting,
by de-centering. We are a gathering space for people who
happen to love yarn. We are in the business of being human,
and to that, we are committed to no end. And feeling all the
feelings. Lots of feelings floating around the stratosphere
these days, most of which have taken us down some dark
and twisty paths. This is not an easy time to be a human.
But it would be infinitely harder if we pretend everything
was okay.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Lake Michigan – in every season. Find a Petoskey
stone, soak in some rays, see a sunset, splash in
the waves, walk the icy shores. It’s a masterpiece
– every single day.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

“If you seek a pleasant peninsula, look about you, you
are there.” The official Michigan state motto; since we’re
“America’s High Five,” we show you where we’re from by
pointing to a spot on our left hand. The pinky is a peninsula
*inside* a peninsula, so this motto feels extra personal to
those of us living in Leelanau County, otherwise known as
“The Land of Delight.” It’s the home of our childhood, and the
home of our hearts. We can’t imagine being anywhere else.
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MEGAN KELTO
crookedtree.org
megankelto@crookedtree.org
crookedtreeartscentertraversecity

We’re a community-based
nonprofit arts center that
connects artists, art lovers,
and art experiences.

COMMUNITY
At Crooked Tree Arts Center, we seek to offer artists creative and professional opportunities, and patrons free and
low-cost access. Our goal is to build a community where the visual arts are exciting and valued.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Depending on where we are pandemic-wise, either Sunday brunch at Amical, or a drive up Leelanau or Old Mission.

THE WHY
When artists and friends have opportunities to
engage with artwork and each other, we build a
stronger community.
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My kids and I have everything we need here: good
schools, career opportunities, tight-knit social and
professional networks, and beaches.

YOUR ASSET
My specialty is designing systems, processes, and
events that help artists connect and shine.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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COURTNEY KENT
courtneykentphotography.com
hello@courtneykentphotography.com
@courtkentphoto

I’m a photographer
for people from all
walks of life who want
to celebrate their big
milestones and simple
moments.

I’m originally from Ann Arbor, but my family has close ties to the Grayling
area. My husband and I moved to Traverse City six years ago and we couldn’t
be happier with our choice. The environment was the biggest draw for us.
The combination of outdoor activities as well as the community we’ve
found here and the freedom to start a business has happily kept us in the
area. My personal artwork (www.thecompasspointshere.com) has always
been heavily influenced by the outdoors: by landscapes, by wildlife, and
by seasonal living. So the Grand Traverse Region is a perfect fit.

YOUR ASSET
I’m open minded and love meeting new people and developing
relationships. I love learning new things and learning what other people
are passionate about. I want to make all people feel welcome and
appreciated immediately. My goal is to make sure that people know right
away that I genuinely care about their wedding, their family, or the small
business they are hiring me to photograph. They can trust me and I will
work hard for them.

COMMUNITY
My creative work is built directly on connecting with other people. There
is nothing I love more than building relationships with clients over
time. I’ve worked with some families for over five years, documenting
engagements, weddings, new pets, new babies, extended families, etc.
My eye doctor and our cat’s veterinarian are both former brides. I’ve had
clients text me selfies from the top of a volcano on their honeymoon.
Clients use my images to remember once in a lifetime moments or the
simple joys and challenges of parenthood. It’s incredibly rewarding to be
creative in such a meaningful field.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Time passes quickly. Babies grow, parents age, but the images I make are time capsules. When I
come into the lives of my clients, I recognize that they have been working hard to create a beautiful
story. The story of their commitment and everything that brought them to this moment. Maybe
they’re planning a wedding. Maybe they’re building a business. Maybe they’re excited to capture the
simple moments with their kids. My job is to document the things they’ve already built, to tell the
story they’ve already been writing, and to do it in a beautiful way.

There are so many options to enjoy the gorgeous freshwater here.
Whether it’s right downtown, Sleeping Bear Dunes, or along the East Bay
and up to Elk Rapids. For a hike or trail run, Brown Bridge Quiet Area is
a personal favorite. In the winter, I spend a ton of time on the VASA trail
system. Whenever we have visitors, we also always incorporate some
part of the local agriculture and food scene. This is something that we
enjoy even when we don’t have visitors! It is amazing to have so many
farms, wineries, and breweries right in our backyard.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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We were suburban down-staters pulled north by friends and family, who fell in love with each other and the place. The low cost
of land in Antrim County was the key that opened the door to our Crosshatch dreams. We’re most grateful, though, for the
wonderfully weird mix of people we keep finding; at any random party you’ll meet someone who can weld a wind turbine, repair
tractor hydraulics, quote Rumi, compose nocturnes, harness Brettanomyces, diagnose oak wilt, and offer sensible advice on
carrots or Camus or carpentry, beehives or bookbinding or bitcoin, quilting or quick pickles.

AMANDA & BRAD KIK

YOUR ASSET
crosshatch.org
brad@crosshatch.org
@artmeetsearth

Our best projects are the result of collaboration, but the form looks a little different every time. The value we bring is in
relationships. Our idea of a network is wide-ranging and diverse. Some collaborations are small, simple, and short-term. Others
evolve in interesting ways, sometimes producing results far removed from (and usually superior to) the initial visions. Expect
lots of time for conversation in the early stages, and expect to spend time invested in process and people, not just measurable
outcomes. We move at the speed of trust and prefer to scale out, not up.

artmeetsearth

Crosshatch Center for Art
& Ecology builds strong
communities through the
intersections of art, farming,
ecology, and economy.
COMMUNITY
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Tom Waits said within a quote, “I just try to aim where no
one is looking...I’m just a colorblind bombardier.” Right now,
everyone is looking at urban centers, technological solutions,
media spectacle, and confrontational national politics; they
are ignoring the power of rural communities. Not us. We’re
believers in the small, the humble, the quotidian, the human,
the gentle, and the joyful. Like the work of honeybees, there’s
a genius in working together at the smallest of scales to build
a whole new world this way. It feels like we’re part of a secret
society where the secret handshake is just calluses and dirty.

At Crosshatch, we joke that we support the people who didn’t listen to their high school guidance counselors. Surprise! These
happen to be the same people who make our communities amazing – the writers and musicians and other artists, the old and
new small-farmers, the artisans and makers, and the entrepreneurs striking out with bold visions. We offer them “scaffolding”
in a dozen different ways, including programs designed to build networks for mutual support – the answers are almost always
in the room. We also love to grow the crowd by teaching hands-on skills, and connecting people to mentors.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Often, someone is visiting the region anyway, and we happen to be one stop on their list. Without fail, the two main draws
that put someone in our vicinity are Schuss Mountain at Shanty Creek and Short’s Brewing Company; usually both, in that
order. We never tire of either place. We ran an artist residency program about a mile from the Jordan River, and from April to
November had local friends on call in case a visiting artist was up for a paddle downstream. No matter what the occasion, the
best possible ending is music and stories around a fire.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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Home has been an elusive thing for me. I’ve moved 16 times in the last
6 years, lived in 5 cities, a pick up truck, a school bus, and several longstay hotels. Before any of that though, my home was here – I grew up in
Traverse City. At eighteen, bound for another coast, I left without the
faintest desire to return. What felt confining and small to me then has
become the supportive community out of which a small business can
take seed and grow.

HALLIE KOHLER
halliekohler.com
hello@halliekohler.com
@halliekoher
halliekohlerphotography

Honest photojournalism
for all weddings,
brands, and humans;
showcasing a good time
well-captured.

YOUR ASSET
Such a human-centered form of work, I believe, thrives in a sweet spot
where interpersonal and creative skills mingle. On any given shoot day
I’ll be checking technical details while mentally matching the moment
-- climbing into the energy of the scene. To conjure a certain calm, a deep
breath. To call my subject back to themselves, close your eyes. Amidst
a swarm of joyful camaraderie, I’ll disappear completely, letting that
emotion and pure presence speak. My work is not about me – instead,
I strive to find threads of truth in each person I photograph, to let their
honest selfhood breathe.

COMMUNITY
Beginning my business as a traveling wedding photographer, work has
taken me across the country and the ocean. Local only on occasion, my
connections here have been wonderful but brief. I was prioritizing an
international scene, not a Michigan one, but you can only be on planes
every weekend for so long. It’s time to bring it all back home – this
summer I have yet to hop a flight to a far away destination (for obvious
and unrelated reasons) and it’s truly changed my goals. I’m looking
forward to showcasing local stories and capturing honest emotion in
this hometown.
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THE WHY
My drive as a photographer began out of a deep-set desire to document, and an impulse to record, assemble, and preserve
impermanence. To remember, and to recollect. I’m inspired by each individual story I’ve been invited to witness and capture,
and I strive to create heartfelt, genuine, relatable, meaningful photographs. From far-flung creative communities, to live
music and lived-in moments, from a glimpse of the seemingly mundane to the energy I find in new-ness – my ability to
keep things fresh, feel inspired, and want to create is directly proportional to the quality of human interaction.

Oh, absolutely seasonal. Our world here is seasonal, we feel the turning
earth in everything from food to fun times. Summer is the most abundant
– being on the water and by the water, picking whatever sweet fruit is
ready for harvest, beach fires and bike rides and a glass of something
good. Fall slows down, a different scent of adventure though still plenty
of outdoor time. Winter, you have to work for it. Moonlit meanderings
on cross-country skis are a good time, or cozying up at a local watering
hole. Spring, muddy and unpredictable, is my favorite season to leave.
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YOUR ASSET

SARAH KOLAR

srkolar.com
srkolar@gmail.com
@srkolarstudio

I am a fiber artist that utilizes
everyday textiles to create artwork
and installations.

I am a creative problem solver. Though the
manner in which I work looks fluid and thrown
together at times, there often is a methodical
practice at hand. I encounter issues from
time to time with installations and have to
come up with creative solutions.

COMMUNITY
As I am fairly new to the area, I would love
to connect with the creative community
in any capacity. In the past, I’ve connected
with my previous communities through
exhibiting my work in their spaces as well as
by collaborating at events. With the Grand
Traverse community, I hope to build new
relationships and find a way to collaborate
through events and installations.

THE WHY
I often think about the products that exist to sustain our lives and how
they function in our world. I am interested in the dynamic relationship
between the consumption that commodity-obsessed culture imposes
and forms articulated with a specific material that has served its
intended purpose. My intention is for the viewer to be thinking about
the processes and efforts that have gone into my installations to
provide a similar context for the production of items in their immediate
surroundings.
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My partner and I recently moved to the Grand Traverse Region this past
November. Although it was fueled by a job prospect for my partner, we
both decided it would be a great move because of the community, the
access to outdoor activities, and proximity to family.

I first visited the Grand Traverse
Region in the fall and was blown
away by the range in colors.
We drove up the peninsula
and I thought it was the most
beautiful thing. When we have
visitors, I’m always trying to
capture that first experience,
and show it to them.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE REGION

FROM A LOCAL WHERE TO GO
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MOLLY KORROCH

An insatiable curiosity.

THE REGION
mollyhunterkorroch.com
mollykorroch@gmail.com
@mollykorroch

I’m one of those who grew up coming here. My family is from Michigan, but
I grew up in Williamsburg, VA. To be honest, I sort of stumbled my way here
two years ago! It wasn’t anywhere I planned to be, but I’m so grateful that
this is a place I call home. I’ve made wonderful friendships here. I’ve met so
many creative people who simply knock my socks off!
YOUR ASSET

Writer,
editor, and
content marketer.

The aforementioned insatiable curiosity. Creativity, tenacity (I’m definitely a carrot-chaser), and my wide
range of experiences and connections.

COMMUNITY
I love getting to know people who love what they do. I love being able to
ask questions and discover and craft these very human stories. My favorite
projects from the last year are all very local-oriented. Everyone has an
amazing story, whether they think they do or not. I feel like I’m getting to
know them one by one!
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It depends if they’ve never been here before, but in the summer, I’d probably take them to one of the longer
trails in Leelanau! (With the spectacular view of the water, of course.) In the winter, I’d probably take them to a
sumptuous dinner at The Cooks’ House, followed by drinks at Little Fleet! (And cross-country skiing. But we’d
have done that earlier in the day, so we’d very much deserve our drinks.)

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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VICTORIA KUKLA
palmesque.com
hello@palmesque.com

I’m a floater between the Grand Traverse and Central
Michigan area. I make and sell art for Grand Traverse.
My husband and I have an apartment in the middle
of Michigan, as he travels for work. When we aren’t
working, we’re on a beach in the Grand Traverse Region.
(Although sometimes I’m there working!) The area has
so much to offer and I love the people.

@palmesque

YOUR ASSET
Life
is
a
vacation.

Since my mission is to design art
and products that calm the mind, so
many people relate to the aesthetic
I’ve created. People usually hire me
when they want to make their service,
product, or packaging appealing to the
eye.
COMMUNITY
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THE WHY

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

Palmesque is a lifestyle brand focused on inspiring others to fully enjoy their lives and
let go of daily anxieties. I believe that many of our individual, social, and economic issues
could be improved by addressing a growing mental health crisis. As someone who suffers
from lifelong anxiety and depression, I make art for people who share these illnesses.

Whenever I take someone to the Grand Traverse Region,
I start with beaches and end with wineries, breweries,
and the entire downtown area. I tend to revisit my
favorite places.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Grand Traverse is one of my main sources of inspiration
for my brand. My calming aesthetic would be best
served in the place that reflects that energy. I would
love to create more products and spaces that embody
the culture and comfort of Grand Traverse.
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JENNIFER LAKE
brand-tonic.com
jen@brand-tonic.com
brandtonic

Brand Tonic is a creative agency
focusing on powerful brand
messaging and beautiful design to
help organizations tell their stories.

I moved to this area over 20 years ago and it
immediately felt like a home. The people, the
natural beauty, the strong sense of community –
they resonated with me. As a business owner I have
been able to evolve and grow personally, and I feel
respected for my contributions. I give my best to the
region, and it gives the best back to me. It’s the place
I still want to be, want to raise my family, and want
to give back to.

YOUR ASSET
From the business side, my most valuable asset is
probably my ability to pull apart information and
put it back together in clear, creative ways. It’s that
thoughtful brand messaging piece that really helps
organizations see themselves clearly. From the
personal side, you will find me to be honest, even
in tough discussions, but always kind. Respect is
everything. I take my work seriously, but I make sure
people come first.

COMMUNITY
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I work with businesses and nonprofits to help them find their own
“why.” And behind every “why” is passion. A passion for people, a
product, and the region. Helping someone articulate their passion is
my goal. Passion is authentic, energizing, and contagious. That’s the
piece that drives me. Connecting with clients on that level and helping
them bring their passion to life is fulfilling. It’s why so many clients
become long-term connections. I care about their missions and their
passions, because I understand them at that core level. That’s a pretty
great way to spend my days. #creativelife

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
it depends on the person and the weather. The lake
shore is always a must, and then an assortment
of stops at favorite client locations (restaurants,
wineries, retail shops). I make sure our visitors
support local businesses and appreciate the effort
that goes into keeping our area preserved and cared
for.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I am fortunate to work with many local nonprofits
and it’s some of my favorite work. By helping these
organizations message and communicate their
missions, I am helping to connect resources to
people that need them. I am helping to connect
donors to nonprofits, and I am able to support the
vibrancy of this region by helping to tell its story.
That’s important.
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ANNIE LANG HARTMAN
compasspaperco.com
annie@compasspaperco.com
@compasspaperco
compasspaperco

Frontcountry goods
for outdoor lovers.
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Compass Paper Co started as a way to scratch a creative itch, and to
communicate with friends and family while on the road working in
the outdoor industry, but has evolved over the years into something
a lot bigger. At Compass Paper Co we are on a mission to create
connections. To your friends. To your family. To the outdoors. We love
that our cards are filled with “remember that one time…,” inside jokes
from past adventures and pleas to get together outside again soon.

YOUR ASSET
Thinking outside the box. I have a background in graphic design
and studio art but didn’t fall into the world of design firms
and cubicles because I always hated having to stick to design
guidelines and being stuck in specific styles for projects. When
I sit down to work on a new project, for me it’s always about
pushing all those ideas further than their initial scope and
making an impact visually.

COMMUNITY
Compass Paper Co strives to create products that foster a love for
the outdoors and human-powered adventures. We strive to grow
our business responsibly by focusing on sustainable products
and following a strict moral compass that guides everything
we do. As a business focusing primarily on stationery products,
Compass Paper Co aims to strengthen connections by helping
customers connect with their friends and family, and strengthen
their connection to the outdoors. We love to start conversations
with customers coming through our doors in Fishtown, and
getting people excited to explore northern Michigan.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I was one of those lucky locals that grew up here. I was also one
of those classic locals that didn’t appreciate the area until I left
and it hit me how special it was walking around campus, away
from clean water, public land, and quiet spaces you can escape
to whenever possible. After college, I moved to Utah to work for
an outdoor school but I never stopped dreaming of Leelanau. I
was pulled back to the place where I learned to love the outdoors
and the place that always had a great sense of community I
missed so much.

Any piece of public land of course! I always tell people if they only
have a day to head to Pyramid Point in Sleeping Bear Dunes for
the most amazing view. But you can’t go wrong with any trail or
beach in the area. Follow that up with a trip to Mawby Winery in
Suttons Bay, or nearby Tandem Ciders. I would call that a pretty
perfect northern Michigan day, no matter the season.
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CHRIS & NICK LOUD
theboardmanreview.com
theboardmanreview@gmail.com
@boardmanreview
boardmanreview

A media production company
started by two brothers, with our
flagship project The Boardman
Review, the creative culture
and outdoor lifestyle journal of
Northern Michigan.
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When we started The Boardman Review, our aim was to “bottle” the essence of this hard-todefine northern Michigan community. We wanted to create a vehicle for the great people of the
region to tell their stories, and to therefore further define what it means to be a part of this unique
community. In the process, the why has evolved beyond just telling stories, and has become an
opportunity to connect and empower our collective ideas into a strong and capable network of
makers and entrepreneurs, working to further the betterment of the region, and beyond.

YOUR ASSET
The Boardman Review has organically solidified our best asset,
which is making connections. We’ve been so fortunate to interact
and collaborate with some of the most impressive creatives and
entrepreneurs in this region, growing a network of some of the
most thoughtful and capable people you’ll ever meet. Our asset
is collaboration, and linking projects to the right people.

COMMUNITY
In addition to The Boardman Review, which
by definition and purpose connects us to the
community, we also seek out additional creative
projects that highlight the people of this region, and
look for fresh ways to showcase their passion and
ability. This includes everything from collaborative
music videos, to pop-up art sales and music
performances, to contributing to the region’s growing
feature film industry, to curating publications, like
this one, that highlight the best of the region.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It’s difficult to narrow this down to one place, but we do tend to
show off our talented friends in the food and beverage industry
as much as possible. They make us look good. If we combo an
outdoor activity with food and drink, then we’ve done our part.
We also try to get folks out to the smaller towns whenever
possible, with a soft spot for Northport.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

As a family, we’d take trips to the area from downstate several
times a year. As most do, we fell in love. Our parents ultimately
moved to Northport, and after years of living in cities like New
York and Los Angeles, we gave into the tug and pull of northern
Michigan, and decided to take our experiences and career goals,
and mesh them with a lifestyle based here in the Grand Traverse
Region. We can list the external reasons, ad nauseum, but I think
you know it when you feel it.
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MICAH MABEY
KRISTEN STEWART
harpestar.design
harpestar@gmail.com
@harpe_star
Harpe Star

YOUR ASSET
The most valuable asset in our work is that we’re always going to be the weirdest people in the room.

COMMUNITY

Harpe Star is an
artistic media duo
based on inclusivity,
artistic ingenuity, and
expressionism.

Our goal is to continue to foster a community of inclusivity, and build a space for creatives and clients
alike; where they can feel comfortable to try new things and test new avenues.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
When the ground is clear of all its snow and wet, there’s a dock that you can get to. It’s tucked away deep
into the woods, down some trails and a small bridge or two. The water sees a perfect blue there. It’s quiet.
The winter, though, sees the breweries. And our living room.

THE WHY
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THE REGION
The Grand Traverse Region is where Harpe Star was born.
It’s the place that helped raise us as a company. We’ve
found a family here.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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Our driving force is the need to create art, and more
specifically the need to do it together, and with those we
love or will come to love.
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PAIGE MAURER
paigeleeinteriors.com
paige@paigeleeinteriors.com
@paigeleeinteriors

I was born and raised in northern Michigan.
Although I grew up in East Jordan, I always
knew Traverse City had a little piece of my
heart. The “Up North” lifestyle is something I
strive for in my designs.
YOUR ASSET
Communication, organization, and creativity. Owning an interior
design business is half actual design and creativity, and the other
portion is communication and organization. Making sure a design
is properly executed takes a lot of time and communication, in
which you do not get from some design firms, however this is our
forte!

Kitchens,
baths,
		
and interior design.
THE WHY
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Beyond interior design, health and wellness are a huge passion
for me. I’ve been given a unique talent in which I strive to use
to better my clients’ lives. From creating a space that is more
functional so you have more time to spend exercising or taking
care of yourselves, to giving you a beautiful kitchen that allows
you to make more meals at home; creating a healthy home is
vital to our lives.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
If they are visiting in the summer, a boat day on West Bay,
followed by dinner downtown is always at the top of the list.
If visiting in the fall/winter, hiking one of our favorite trails is
always a great way to get out and soak up the natural beauty of
northern Michigan!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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I am passionate about creating clean, unique, and timeless designs
while capturing the essence of the space. Clients have continuously
told me that I have a strong ability to listen to their needs for the
space, and collaborate to create not only a functional livable area, but
one that is truly unique, reflects the personality of their family, and
tells the story of their life and loves.

COMMUNITY
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KEENAN MAY

THE REGION
northerly.house
keenan@northerly.house
@northerly.house

My life is rooted here; my family and the environment is
interconnected in my love for the region. My wife, Kristen,
and daughter, Aila, have recently returned from San
Francisco to rediscover our passion for its beauty and
experiences.

YOUR ASSET

Design for
northern retreats.

Hands down, the most important piece of design is
understanding and working with the context. To know the
environment and its externalities that affect design is
absolutely critical for a successful project..

COMMUNITY
Architecture is a communal endeavor. Even the most
physically removed projects play a role in weaving the
fabric of our built environment and the way through which
communities engage. Every piece of work is a physical and
social building block of our community.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Architecture connects us with the natural world. It grounds
us and forms a lens through which we experience our
surroundings. The process of discovery and design that
establishes this connectivity is overwhelmingly exciting to
me – even more so when it involves the beauty of northern
Michigan environments. Each design opportunity is unique
and increases my passion for the work.

Our experience of locations dramatically changes with
patterns of weather and the person’s physical ability to
access a location. Nonetheless, we’re always driven to
places along the coast and these areas are primarily within
the Sleeping Bear National Lakeshore. We’re lucky to have
options for a long snowy ski or a quick summer drive into
some of our favorite spots.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY
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SPENCER MCQUEEN

spencermcqueen.art
youfoundspencer@gmail.com
@thespencermcqueen

Follow the light
that illuminates your life,
and it will follow you.

THE REGION
Living in the region is fulfilling, and
rewarding. If you let it, it will show you
what you love the most, and give you the
inspiration to immerse yourself in.
YOUR ASSET
I would hope that my most valuable asset is my work itself,
but I pride myself on my people skills and my ability to work
with clients to ensure they have a well-rounded experience of
communication and consultation.

COMMUNITY

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY
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I do it for myself. I learn more about who I am through each piece
that I create. The creation process is self reflection and growth work.
Once the work is on display, I become the guide for the viewers self
reflection. What drives me is the knowledge that I can present a vessel
for personal change or movement in people through creativity and
conversation.

My hope is the work will connect with the people in the
community who feel a draw to it. I cannot convince all people
in a community to love my work, but I can make myself and my
insight into it available through public exhibitions, and a social
media presence.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
The Little Fleet. It will never change.

THE REGION

KELSEY MCQUOWN

shop-moraine.com
hello@shop-moraine.com
@Shop_Moraine

We were pulled to the Leelanau Peninsula by the big lake, the
small lakes, the dunes, and especially the sunsets – I truly ache if
I miss a good sunset, and I’d hike or drive farther than I’ll admit to
catch a good sunset reflected on the water. We found in Leland
a quiet, secluded place to build a home, and we’ve contrarily
embraced the vibrancy and energy of the Leelanau and Traverse
City communities – all of which offer a unique blend of natural
beauty, artistic appreciation, and entrepreneurial energy.

YOUR ASSET

Moraine takes a holistic approach
to bolster the creative community,
focusing on efforts to support and
elevate artists while also creating
opportunities for art enthusiasts to
discover jewelry, art, and objects
they’ll love, learn about the artists’
processes, and experience creating
first hand.
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Moraine exists to support and elevate distinctive local and national
artists, and provide spaces for artists at all levels to explore,
create, and flourish. Moraine promotes sustainable processes and
materials, and endeavors to educate jewelry and art buyers about
the processes, resources, and materials that go into the creation of
the artwork they love. As for my own artistic endeavors, my jewelry
line KelseyGrape is impelled by my unexpected excitement and
patience for using traditional filigree methods – ancient, manual,
and meticulous – to create contemporary filigree jewelry.

COMMUNITY
Moraine is creating online and in-person spaces to connect
experienced and aspiring artists with collaborators, resources,
and shoppers/art patrons. Moraine is inspired by all the
incredible arts communities I have had the pleasure to be a part
of everywhere I’ve lived. Community is at the heart of Moraine,
and I invite you all to join me in building the type of community
where high-quality art is constant, and artists are encouraged to
explore, create, and thrive. Shop local. Buy handmade. Support
others.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
We’d go to the beach. Any beach. Every beach! Rainy or snowy
beach days are just as full of beauty and wonder as sunny summer
beach days, although different clothing is recommended.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

In my partnerships, I excel at helping artists explore visions
for what their creative pursuits and businesses can become,
and helping them to identify unnecessary constraints and
unexpected opportunities. Moraine offers in-person resources
for local creatives, including retail & studio spaces, pop-up
events, and workshops. In order to help artists and creative
businesses thrive in an increasingly online world, Moraine offers
an artist’s digital accelerator program, which helps participants
to prioritize & streamline online efforts to increase efficiency in
online branding, advertising, and sales.
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CHARYNN & MITCHELL MEOAK
refugesalonmi.com
Refugesalvageworks@gmail.com
@refugesalvage
@refugesalon

There is no better place to raise a family
and the people of this area are just the best.
There’s a real sense of community, whether
that be through other business owners, or
your neighbors and friends that also call this
beautiful place home.
YOUR ASSET
We both just want to deliver the best possible product, whether
that’s through Refuge Salon or Refuge Salvage Works. We never
want to promise something we can’t deliver, so taking the time
upfront to really understand the end goal is critical.
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Refuge Salon is a full service
Aveda salon and Refuge Salvage
Works creates one of a kind
handmade goods.

THE WHY
Charynn was driven to open her own salon after years of
working at and managing other salons. She took the best of
what she has learned over the years and applied it to her own
vision. Mitchell’s venture began kind of by chance. He’s always
been a maker, and after purchasing a saw mill he was able to
really increase his production abilities by having access to
more high quality sustainable material.

As a salon, your work is literally a billboard for your business;
making sure every client who chooses to support our business
leaves happy is critical. For Refuge Salvage Works, knowing the
items I spend hours or sometimes weeks working on end up in
the homes of our local communities is really awesome! It’s cool
to think these items could be something that gets passed on
for generations to come.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It really does depend on the season and the person, of course
we live in such a diverse region that there is something for
everyone. Beaches, rivers, hiking, food, beer, wineries, fishing,
the things you can pack in one day up here are unlimited.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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COMMUNITY
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FERNANDO MEZA

It’s a feeling that’s hard to convey in words.
But I’m not from here. Found this place by
pure luck. But once I left I couldn’t shake the
feeling that I got while here and I just knew
that I needed to leave NYC to be here.

oneupweb.com
fmeza@oneupweb.com
@oneupweb

We help marketers who are
overworked and unsupported
become the voice of reason
– and change – within their
organizations.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY
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Our “why” is the success of our clients. They afford us
the opportunity to thrive in an area of the world that
we hold so dear to our hearts. We can work anywhere,
but we choose Traverse City.

YOUR ASSET
It’s about people. Whether it’s a colleague, a
customer, a client. People are at the center
of everything that we do and we honor and
celebrate that we’re in the business of
creating connections. Technology evolves,
but people are always at the center of
everything that we do.

COMMUNITY
We recognize that as a creative
collective, that the work that
we do, not only shines a light
on Traverse City, but ultimately
celebrates it as well. We also
recognize that we’re not alone,
and that we rely on the success
of the entire village to do what
we do.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It depends on the season, but the beach, the
County (Leelanau), Empire, and The Commons
are all in rotation.

THE REGION

MAGGIE MIELCZAREK
lelandgal.com
maggie@lelandgal.com
@lelandgal

Lifestyle brand composed
of colorful hand-painted
designs inspired by days
spent by the water.

In my lifetime, I’ve only spent one summer away, yet my heart has
always been here. We chose to make the permanent move just
over two years ago. What I am finding as my favorite unexpected
element is that everyone who lives here has to find creative ways
to do so, thus creating an alliance of folks that think outside of
the box, which is extremely refreshing and energizing. I didn’t
think the beauty of the area would be topped by anything, but it’s
actually the community spirit and neighborhood feel that truly
makes this area feel like home to us.

YOUR ASSET
Our best asset is being open to every conversation. When that
occurs, the value then lies in the collaboration itself, and when
there is organic synergy there, the project gets legs. We have
had many positive experiences that have connected us with
businesses in the local community for products, pop up events,
and giveaways, all which started with an easy chat that grew
from there. We have found that not only does it bring a fresh eye
to a product, but also can help streamline other parts of your
business, but most importantly builds a network of amazing new
friends in our same situation.

COMMUNITY
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Leland Gal began by accident during my former art
teaching career. Graphic Design was added to my
curriculum, and I had to teach myself one step ahead
of my students each week. I used my paintings as base
images to learn to crop, cut, paste, and my imagination
went wild. What began as an escape from an unsavory job
situation has evolved into a brand that truly does bring
people joy. It’s that joy I see on customers’ faces that
drives me to keep building upon this idea. To us, it is now
about the personal connection and the feeling of fun that
our community experiences by coming to our shop.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
We love to surprise friends with a hike to Pyramid Point and
continue down the vast sand bowls, hit up the Hop Lot igloos
in winter, drive to Pierce Stocking in fall, paddle board in Good
Harbor Bay, and never mind getting lost among the birches at
Houdek Dunes, followed by a Saunders ice cream puff sundae
at The Happy Hour. If we’re celebrating a special occasion, it’s
usually on the deck of The Riverside Inn.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

With my background in art education, some of my favorite
projects I did as an educator involved all ages of kids and
community members. We have started a Leland Gal Foundation,
which we hope to begin to fund community hands-on art projects
to enhance public spaces.
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BETH MILLIGAN

traverseticker.com
beth.milligan@gmail.com
@bethmilligan
Traverse CityTicker

I have traveled extensively, but Traverse City will always be
my home base, the space where my roots are most deeply
planted. The water, the land, the people, the culture, the
restaurants, the farms, the wineries and breweries...all of
it combines to make a special place that will forever define
home for me.

YOUR ASSET
Exceptional writing and communication skills, creative
collaborative approach, deep knowledge of the region and
best people/resources to connect with for projects.

The Traverse City Ticker is TC’s news
and events authority, with more than
35,000 daily email news subscribers and
thousands of daily site visitors.

THE WHY
I’m relentlessly curious about and inspired by the people, places, and
stories in our community and driven to share them with others in as
compelling a format as possible.

COMMUNITY
My work is unique in that it is entirely
community based, focused on sharing
the stories of the Traverse City region,
and helping connect residents with the
information they need to make decisions
in their own lives. I hope this work is
of value to the community while also
deepening my understanding of
my own home.
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It can certainly change by season, but Sleeping Bear Dunes,
The Village at Grand Traverse Commons, and a drive up
Old Mission Peninsula would top the list regardless of the
time of year.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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MICHAEL MITTELSTAEDT
michaelmitt.com
mittel@interlochen.org

I grew up in Southeast Michigan (Mt Clemens/Clinton
Twp) and knew Traverse City from family vacations here
as a kid. I was in Chicago working in production when I
learned that Interlochen was in early development of a
film program. It has been a community easy to imagine
a life in: schools, National Parks, TCFF, Interlochen,
Grace Episcopal’s outreach. It likely took a little time,
but in hindsight it sure feels like it was home when I
arrived 15 years ago.

YOUR ASSET
@twooldcowboys

Dedicated to the promotion of
world friendship through the
universal language of the arts.
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So many things – the gift of working with students from
around the world without preconceptions of how it ought
to be and boundless ideas. It’s the daily collision of wisdom
and energy. It’s storytelling that helps us foster better
communities. It’s unifying a community of young filmmakers
who will reconvene as future collaborators. It’s belonging to a
creative network of artists in a nearly 100 year-old institution.

COMMUNITY
My work in education over the last decade has led me to intersections
in professional and volunteer life. My film work at this time in my life
intends to address issues of advancing age. “Chasing Daylight” began
as a sabbatical work that I began as a pilot for the Interlochen Cinema
Collective; my film was crewed by alumni, now professional filmmakers
and designed to model development of productions that would network
faculty, alumni, and associated resident artists to return to northern
Michigan to shoot new creative works in cinema. The intent of the
Collective is that Film and New Media/Interlochen becomes a lifelong
well of learning, and in place of a traditional reunion, film alumni return
to NoMI to produce films. While on campus, in pre-production, the
alumni would also share master classes and electives at IAA.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
State Theater/Bijou when they reopen, Empire/Sleeping Bear/Pyramid
Point, and then some of the less traveled, like Brown Bridge and The
Timbers hiking areas. Seasonal is Gallagher’s Farm in the fall.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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THE WHY

I am able to synthesize a variety of diverse ideas
from others toward a common goal and the calmest
person in the room when under pressure. I’m highly
articulate, a good listener, and particularly interested
in multigenerational collaborations.
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JOHNPAUL MORRIS
thisispractical.com
johnpaul@thisispractical.com
@thisispractical

Creating filmic concepts that
are emotive and human.
THE WHY
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YOUR ASSET
I’m not preoccupied with aesthetic or process. Those things
exist to make a film or a project effective, and successful.
Collaborators can trust that I’ll be interested foremost in
content. That has to be right first. Aesthetic and process are
so important, but have to follow strong content to ensure
time and resources are not just respected, but maximized.

COMMUNITY
I can’t create anything without community support. Film is
such a collaborative and demanding medium, there’s not much
I can do without community buy-in. Community interaction is
required, but it’s up to us and how we operate to make sure the
impact we have in the community is positive. If our work and
process can be inviting and thoughtful, then we all win together.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I want to make sure people see the lake, and the best way to
see the lake is from the dunes. The season doesn’t matter.
The water is the reason we’re here. There’s so much life and
character that comes from it.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Everyone on our team has seen films that showed us a bigger
world, or made us see the world in a bigger way. We get to
build a world and share it through story. Once we realized
that was possible, we couldn’t imagine doing anything else.

There’s a rhythm to Michigan’s seasons,
and it encourages us to find seasons of
our own. There’s a huge creative health
in that. It’s been the cure for burnout, and
a constant source of inspiration to keep
pushing forward, keep trying, keep making.
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YOUR ASSET

JAMIE MORSE

furniture - morsecraft.com
art - studiomorse.com
jpmorse82@gmail.com
@jamespmorse
@morsecraft

I’m an artist and furniture
maker, and I try to make
beautiful things that will
last for hundreds of years.
THE WHY
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THE REGION
My wife and I chose to raise our children here where we can
enjoy dark skies, fresh air, and ample water, and the peace of
silence. The beauty of the landscape and the constant flux of
the seasons is why we’re here.

COMMUNITY
I strive to make
things that possess
characteristics that
people will find
appealing for hundreds
of years. My aim is to
create furniture and
artwork that becomes
more beautiful with
use and the passage
of time. Making things
created with natural
materials that acquire
a beautiful patina over
time is the highest form
of sustainability.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE
TO GO
I like to take guests on a walk
through the land around my house
and studio, and then we usually
visit the lake down the street.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

I make things by hand with natural materials in order to be
connected to the landscape where I live. My paintings aim to
capture the character of the landscape as it changes through
the seasons, and my furniture work strives to reflect the
feeling of Leelanau, using materials native to Michigan. Also,
just simply that it’s fun. I make art and furniture because
it’s a lot of fun. When something turns out well it’s really
satisfying, and even when things don’t turn out well it’s still a
lot of fun making things. That’s what this is all about... having
fun and trying to live each day like it’s my last.

Tastefulness is my most valuable
asset, and the willingness and
know-how to make things of the
highest quality.
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CATHERINE O’CONNOR
BRAD RICHARDSON
westbayhandmade.com
westbayhandmade@gmail.com
@westbayhandmade
WestBayHandmade
THE REGION

A local artisan shop.

Brad has a large family history in Traverse City, with his great-grandparents also owning a business on
Front Street. Although we are from the Chicago area originally, we moved up here two weeks after Brad
introduced me to the area. The community here is unparalleled to anywhere else we have lived, and as
artists, the area naturally drew us in.

YOUR ASSET

THE WHY
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COMMUNITY
Our business itself is a hub that connects the
community to local artists, creatives, and
makers. Our goal is to share and celebrate
Traverse City’s creative culture every day
through the store.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Downtown Traverse City is always a first stop,
no matter the season! In the summer we love to
go to Maple Bay for hiking and swimming, or do
the scenic drive at Sleeping Bear Dunes.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

What we do is not just for us, it’s for the entire local
maker community. When you buy from us, you’re
really buying from 100+ local parents, medical
workers, teachers, first responders, and small
business owners (to name a few).

Our store has created a way for artists to network and share their products with the community through
art shows, shopping events, and social media.
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THE REGION

ERIN O’MALLEY
peersandfriends.com
erin@erinomalleydesign.com
@_erin.omalley

I choose to live and work in the
Grand Traverse Region because I feel
incredibly lucky to call this beautiful
place home. I’ve lived here for nearly
20 years and have seen it change
so much. The hard work people do
to make it more inclusive for all is
something I want to continue to be a
part of.
YOUR ASSET
I thrive on organization so if someone would like to hire
me for a project, I can provide clarity and make the
process fun and easy. For those seeking to collaborate,
I value autonomy and identifying and celebrating
other’s strengths so we end up with the best results.

THE WHY

Peers + Friends offers full service creative to the
big thinkers of the world, with actionable design
plans to give your brand a confident strut.
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You will see a lot of my work in stores, so I hope to
connect with my community by helping more local
and regional food businesses succeed, thus giving my
community more local food options.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I love taking visitors to places like Beacon Lounge (Top
of the Park), Hotel Indigo’s rooftop, or Aerie, depending
on the season of course. Or, to a favorite brunch spot
like Sugar 2 Salt! It’s about giving them the full TC
experience or connecting them to the region in one
stop.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

My “why” is to help businesses in the food
industry succeed by providing them the best
branding and design so they can go forth
confidently with the professionalism and
credibility of an established brand.

COMMUNITY
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THE REGION
I live in the region because of the natural beauty and most
specifically the fresh water. But when I first moved here for a
job out of college, it was the fact that I could be part of change
here in Traverse City that also drew me to the region. I want to
be immersed in the community and make an impact, and you
can do that effectively here. We have momentum in progress,
with a lot still to improve of course, but the ability to make
change here is powerful and it inspires me.

TRICIA PHELPS
localdifference.org
tricia@localdifference.org
@tastethelocaldifference
localdifference

Educating consumers about the
value of local food and helping
local food entrepreneurs build
successful, thoughtful, and
well-connected businesses.
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When I was younger, I didn’t value food. I hadn’t considered
its impacts on my health, didn’t understand all the work
that went into growing and producing it, certainly didn’t
have a relationship with anyone that was involved in
farming, and truly didn’t understand the joy that cooking
for people could bring to my life. My “why” is helping other
people understand and connect to their own values about
food too. I want to help introduce them and give them the
resources they need to keep learning about food and the
people that grow it.

I’m a problem solver. Whether it’s a challenge to overcome or
brainstorming new ideas I’m not afraid to think creatively and
share my input, in fact it’s one of my favorite things to do. I
really enjoy getting to know people’s challenges and creating
innovative ways that ultimately make those challenges
work for them and help differentiate their business. Also, my
network in all things food and farming is pretty extensive and
there’s nothing I love more than connecting people, especially
when it involves getting together around good food.

COMMUNITY
Simply put, I want to help people. I look to support local food
entrepreneurs in connecting with each other, building strong
businesses and successful products. I aim to help the public find
healthy, delicious food and experience moments of connection
too. Whether that’s connection to each other, empowerment
over their health or identifying with the natural world and its
seasons. I want people to learn to be curious about food (and
the world in general), so I hope that TLD helps them build that
curiosity and navigate learning more about it.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It absolutely changes with each season. First and foremost,
my recommendations are all about the food. Where to eat in,
where to order ahead, best spots with a view, and my favorite
meals. Depending on the season, I’ll offer up hikes, XC ski trails,
local events, or u-pick farms. If I had to pick one place though, it
would probably be Rove Estate. At the highest point in Leelanau
County it has a great view, and an amazing selection of wine and
cheese pairings. Plus, it’s close to all the fresh local produce at
Gallagher’s Farm Market, and is on the way to so many great
spots on the big lake.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY

YOUR ASSET
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YOUR ASSET

GRANT PIERING
grantpiering.com
g@grantpiering.com
@grantpiering

Photography for good.

THE WHY
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COMMUNITY
I want to further develop the
narrative of what it’s actually
like to live in, work in, and
protect this area. We don’t all
go to wineries every day and
sit around waiting for Cherry
Fest to happen each year. We
work hard and are rewarded
with the water, art, trees, bikes,
community, local stops, sun
burns, and snowstorms that
make our time here worth it. I
want to showcase this unique
community as it truly is.

THE REGION

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO
GO

I grew up visiting the region from the time I was 4 years old,
but I was brought to Traverse City to live and work full time
when I was 20 years old; accepting a job as the photographer
and videographer for a large local lifestyle brand. I had no
idea what I was doing at the time, but am now heading into
my third year as a full-time independent & small business
owner, continually learning and moving forward.

I’ve spent many years getting fully
acquainted with the landscapes
around my home, situated in Lake
Township via road bike, mountain bike,
Hobie Cat, and hiking trails. I now have
many favorite local stops, but none
that I’m willing to share here.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

The ability to keep putting new and unexpected content
in front of people is a big driving force for me. If I can then
turn around and use that content as a way to protect some
of the places I love the most from industrial tourism and
overdevelopment through non-profit partnerships and profitshare donations, sign me up.

You’ll never find me faking anything
or creating an unauthentic moment
for the sake of getting a pretty photo
or video clip. If something feels forced
while you’re shooting it, it will look
forced when it’s printed. I pride myself
in capturing authentic moments
naturally and I am always down to put
in any amount of hard work to capture
genuine content.
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MICHAEL POEHLMAN

YOUR ASSET
michaelpoehlman.com
michaelpoehlman@gmail.com

Years and years of art directing and working alongside some
of the top photographers in the world definitely gave me a
baseline of some high-quality fundamentals.

@michael_poehlman_photography
MichaelPoehlmanPhotography

Michael Poehlman
Photography specializes
in high-end fine art and
portrait photography.
THE WHY
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THE REGION
I returned to Traverse City in 2010 after several
years living in NYC and in Brazil. Traverse City
was meant to be a rest stop, until I realized that
I could continue to do what I loved doing without
having to leave.

COMMUNITY
I’ve been connecting with the community for 10 years,
delivering portraits that aren’t typical for the area. My
clients usually want something different, which separates
them from the others in their field.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Leelanau County always delivers some awe for my visitors
– through dune walks or forest hikes or pretty drives. They
never know what to expect, but always come away surprised.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

I do what I do because every individual has a
personality that might be able to be captured. It’s
my challenge to be able to do it, and hopefully,
with a little style.
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THE REGION
It’s a small town in one of the most beautiful
places in the country, with a crazy supportive
community that fosters and uplifts creatives
and entrepreneurs in a genuine and
welcoming way.

EM RANDALL
emrandall.com
emrandalllll@gmail.com
@emrandalll

Illustration
and
design.
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For as long as I can remember, I never had any serious career ambition or vision of the future that
didn’t include me doing my own thing and making my own work. When I think of “why” I do what I do,
it’s simply because making art makes me feel like me. It’s an outlet for my, at times, overwhelming
imagination, and a place of peace when I need to work out a particular strand of thoughts.

I approach and base design and illustration around feeling and
intuition. I want all of my projects, from logos to murals, to feel
personal and look like a real hand was working behind them.

COMMUNITY
My very favorite thing about the murals here
in TC that I’ve been fortunate enough to work
on, is that once they’re done, they totally
belong to the community. Everyone gets a
turn at creating their own story for a piece,
or appreciating a detail that I myself may not
recognize. Connecting in that way is more
important and special to me than some longwinded (and inevitably awkward) conversation
about my work.
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY

YOUR ASSET

It absolutely changes each season (which is one of the best
things about this region), but one of our favorite things to do,
particularly on a Saturday morning, and even more particularly
in the fall, is to grab a hot coffee from a local coffee shop and
stroll through the Farmers Market.
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YOUR ASSET

KATE REDMAN

Community-focused collaborative
outlook, with experience in creative
problem solving for legal and
financial structures.

commongrounds.coop
kate@commonplacework.org
commongroundscoop

We develop and operate
community-owned real estate
that meets community needs
and increases quality of life for
all people in the region.
THE WHY
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THE REGION
The quality of the connections between the people, and the
culture of caring what happens to others and taking positive
action. And, of course, the amazing outdoors!

The “adjacent possible” is
a term used in innovation
research to refer to the realm
of possibilities for change or
innovation that exist at any
given moment. Evolution and
innovation generally happen
incrementally, through
serendipitous and unplanned
collisions between existing
parts and ideas. The realm
of the possible is what is
found in areas adjacent to
our existing boundaries and
limits. I want to help create
spaces that increase our
“adjacent possible.”
FROM A LOCAL - WHERE
TO GO
Depends on the person! It is often
to see an incredible vista (Empire
Bluffs, Pyramid Point) or to eat an
incredible meal – ideally, both.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

To create ways for people to work together and take
ownership in creating spaces that bring us closer, make us
better, and make our lives better – so that we can make the
community we love even better, together.

COMMUNITY
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THE REGION

KENDALL ROSE

therevelrose.com
hello@therevelrose.com
@therevelrose
@feteandfolly

Weddings and
revelries for the
wild at heart and
wildly in love.
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I have always been fascinated by rituals, customs, culture, and rites of passage. Weddings are constantly evolving
and are deeply symbolic events that I really like watching and being a part of. Throwing eccentric parties was a
part of my DNA and life for so long until we moved up to this quiet corner of northern Michigan, where I’m a little
more reserved, but designing events helps me get a lot of my creative energy out. And finally, I got married. I know
what it’s like to be totally lost in this industry and to feel like a misfit. I serve happy, fun, unfussy people and make
this approachable.

YOUR ASSET
I’m just hella useful. I would recommend anyone having a
wedding hire a planner. Only 10% of couples do, and I think
this contributes to our feelings that weddings aren’t worth
the stress. Meanwhile, 90% of people selling or buying a home
hire a realtor. Typically, if we haven’t done something before
and the investment is sizable, we realize that it’s beneficial to
have someone with experience looking after our investments. I
am knowledgeable about vendors in the area, good at project
management, and am laid back and direct. My couples and I
have an easy, productive relationship.

COMMUNITY
People don’t always realize the economic impact of weddings
on a local economy. My couples invest anywhere from $10,000
- $100,000 directly into several small business owners within
a 50-mile radius, and are a great catalyst for supporting
independent creatives who are passionate about photography,
floral design, graphic design, music, video production, artisanal
foods and beverages, hospitality, and the service industry. My
goal has always been to support regional businesses through
weddings and low impact, conscientious planning and design
that respects our region’s year-round efforts.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE WHY

We moved to northern Michigan for my dream job in 2016. I was
working as a trails, recreation, and conservation planner for
the National Park Service stationed in Glen Haven. One year
later, there was a federal hiring freeze and the funding was
cut for our department. We had just bought a home in Lake
Ann the year before and planned to stay here forever, so that
required getting creative pretty quick about a new career path.
We call this place home because we love living in the middle of
nowhere, surrounded by public land, dark skies, dirt roads, and
living in the seasons deliberately.

We usually end up in the woods or on a trail with our company,
friends, and family. I’m partial to the winter season when
everything quiets down a bit, but the woods are always open.
We are blessed not only with a national park in our region, but
an extensive system of public land through our conservancies
and state land.
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THE REGION

ANGELA SAXON

angelasaxon.com
angelamsaxon@gmail.com
@angela.saxon
angela.saxon.792

I’m a painter, a printmaker, someone who
looks carefully and deeply at the world
around me, and I connect to the world with
my art.
THE WHY
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YOUR ASSET
Communication is one significant reason many artists make
what they make. I have something to say and very much want
to say it so that people both understand and see my point of
view. I am also a graphic designer with Saxon Design Inc., and for
decades it’s been my intention to connect with clients to help
them clearly communicate. That give and take is very interesting
to me too – I very much enjoy collaborative experiences and seek
them out.

COMMUNITY
Drawing attention to the local landscape through art does just
that, it increases awareness of that same landscape. Awareness
that can lead to a more sensitive use of the land recreationally, as
well as an increased understanding of the need for preservation.
By exhibiting work locally, we, as artists, are helping to build the
cultural fiber of this area, helping to develop the concept of this
area as a cultural destination.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It’s always exciting to share the expansive drama of Lake
Michigan with visitors. It’s as exciting on a bright blue sky August
day, as during a gentle snowfall in January, or in the fall when
the shadows are long. That’s not to discount the incredible
rivers, forests, and inland lakes, but let’s start at the beach.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

I make art to communicate. We each see the world in our own way, and
we often don’t take time to really see what we’re looking at. My work
tells a story of careful, deep looking…in a particular time of day in a
specific light. And I observe in a collective way, over days and weeks. My
art is not a snapshot of a scene, but the product of that “gathering” way
of looking; one that contains time.

Nature is my primary subject, and a constant source of
inspiration. I was raised on the beach at the southernmost point
of Lake Michigan, and it seems to be part of my elemental self, my
connection to that beloved lake. I can’t imagine living anyplace
else. The landscapes in this region are endlessly fascinating to
me, even the ones I’ve seen hundreds of times. They get better
and better the more I look.
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YOUR ASSET

PERIWINKLE SELJORD

wixsite.com/internalmonologue
periwinkleseljord@gmail.com
@peri.seljord.art

I am an advocate for the
admiration of bodies and the
support of positive sexual
health conversations.
THE WHY
The need to educate is my motivator. Through my bright
paintings of nude forms and my writing on sexuality, I strive
to educate people on sexual health and body positivity.
As sexual health and expression are central to the human
experience by creating life, pleasure, and fostering bodies
and identity, sexuality deserves to be honored and embraced,
which is what my art is intended to express.
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I grew up in Traverse City, as my mother ran a yoga studio and
was an artist herself. When I was young I saw the potential
for a more diverse arts scene, and when I moved back at the
age of 20, I wanted to help ensure that happened. Although
Traverse City is small and there is still a lot to be done, it is
obvious that the residents of the area, particularly the younger crowd, are becoming more accepting and demanding of
creators who work for change, particularly social change. I
am one of those creators and want to spread the message of
openly discussing sexual health in the community.

COMMUNITY
Apart from simply spreading my message
of sexual health acceptance, I hope that
my work will encourage others to think
about their relationship to their sexuality
and conditioning related to sexual health.
I want people to think about themselves
and their connection to those around
them to improve empathy, acceptance,
and support for and understanding of
their fellow community members.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I love nature, so for summer I generally
suggest the Boardman Lake Trail or
biking to Suttons Bay on the Leelanau
Trail. The trails behind the Grand Traverse
Commons are also wonderful for walking
and hiking, particularly during the fall.
Food wise, I direct people to Rose and Fern
for some wonderful breakfast and brunch
made by incredible humans, or Morsels
for good coffee and some punny treats.
While they’re visiting, I suggest stopping
into the Higher Art Gallery to see some
truly incredible artwork, some from local
artists.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE REGION

I believe in amplifying other people’s
visions and messages, whether that
be through a mural for business that
represents their culture, or through a
collaborative project for social reform
through artwork. I want to ensure to
whomever I am working with that their
vision is wholly taken into account and
that I will continuously bring my best work
to the table.
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THE REGION

JACK M. SENFF
jackmsenff.com
jackmsenff@gmail.com
@jackmsenff

After a long time living, traveling, growing
elsewhere, northern Michigan was the
first place that felt like home for my wife
and me. Four years on, that feeling shines
brighter than ever. What a privilege to live
in such beauty, and to be among such a
vibrant community.
YOUR ASSET

Northern Michigan
singer-songwriter

THE WHY
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COMMUNITY
I am happy just to share what I make, be it with my records
or together, in person, connecting through the communal
magic of live music.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Well, usually we’ll start at a coffee shop then wander
through town and by the water. Eventually, we’ll load into a
vehicle, toot-toot around the county or up into Old Mission.
We’ll eat things, drink things. Someone will buy a cheap T.C.
t-shirt before they leave, or cherry-flavored hot mustard,
whatever, something to commemorate their visit. It tends
to be a similar routine no matter the company or season but
never fails to impress!

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

Songwriting is how I explore and express,
how I observe, how I play. To quote a wiser
man, music is “the fire in my belly” that
burns hot and strong, always dancing,
always calling.

Conviction. My belief in the art – the work – informs every
aspect of a project, big or small. If I’m engaged in something,
it means I‘m committed, 100%, no matter what.
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YOUR ASSET

HANNAH SHALES

etsy.com/shop/thistleandgreyshop
thistleandgrey@gmail.com
@thistleandgreyshop

I think I just try to be myself and be honest and I strive to
make the best product I can make. I don’t cut corners to
cut costs because I really love the products I am making
and value the people contributing to them, and the final
customer who will be using them.

COMMUNITY
Products to nourish your
skin and your soul.

THE WHY
I’ve always been creative and loved to get messy making
something with my hands. As an adult, I joined my creativity
with my desire for simple, organic skincare (and a small
obsession with handcrafted soap) and thistle + grey was born.
I wanted ingredient labels I could understand but wasn’t willing
to compromise on function and beauty. My hope is that every
product I make will fill a need while bringing more beauty,
joy, and simplicity into your life. I formulate every product to
be nourishing through ingredients the skin needs, while also
nourishing the soul through its simplicity and beauty.
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I was born and raised here but left for a few years when I was 17.
During and after my travels, I really realized how beautiful and
special this place is. The water and community are definitely
what keeps me here now!

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Oh man, it is so hard to choose! Depending on the person
and of course the season, it would probably be one of the
beaches in Leelanau County, a coffee shop, or Aurora
Cellars.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE REGION

When I started thistle + grey two years
ago, I did not anticipate the amazing
relationships and community of creative
makers it would bring into my life. From
other business owners to customers, I
feel so grateful to get to know everyone
and see us all grow together. I hope
to just continue being a part of it all
and deepening these relationships
and building new ones. We have such a
supportive small business community
here that I am so thankful for. I would not
be where I am today without all of them!
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CHELSEY SKOWRONSKI
poppythings.com
chelsey@poppythings.com
@poppythings
poppythings

A curated collection of handmade
goods from local artists, and artists
from throughout the country; here we
celebrate handmade.

YOUR ASSET
I would have to say my distinct vision. I have a pretty clear vision and eye for everything I do. Nothing is ever done “just because.” For
every item I carry, soft good I make, or artist I promote, there’s thought behind it.

COMMUNITY
I believe people are starting to want to become more aware of where their goods come from. Whether it be clothing, a candle, soap,
etc. I hope to connect to my community by sharing handmade items that are from their neighbors, or their friends, meeting someone
new through having open conversations about art. I hope to connect with my community by creating a space where all are welcome
to appreciate and discuss handmade.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
THE WHY
I love creating relationships through art. I have met some of my
closest friends through my shop, and I believe that bonding over
something handmade is so strong. When someone lights up because
of something that I’ve made, or a friend has made, it keeps me moving
forward in joy.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

THE REGION
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I grew up on my family’s centennial cherry farm in Leelanau County. I
have always felt a tremendous connection to our area, my home. I’ve
lived elsewhere for college and for work, but always missed home. Not
only do I love living and working in our area because my family is here,
but there is just so much to be inspired by – the freshwater, rolling
hills, and the tall trees. There’s no better place to be.

I love our local wineries and breweries, and normally take friends to Mawby winery where I used to work, or to Hop Lot Brewing! After
some fun catching up and good food/beverage, I love Peterson Park in Northport. Rock hunting galore and views of shoreline for days.

THE REGION

CHARLOTTE & PETER SMITH
designsmiths.us
smiths@designsmiths.us
@designsmiths

Natural wonders
abound, and Traverse
City punches well above
its weight in arts and
culture for a city
of its size.

YOUR ASSET
We assemble the team and craft
an approach to fit each project.
We are not limited to a singular
way of thinking, we are our client’s
advocate. Collaboration between a
diversity of ideas and perspectives
is at the heart of what we do.

COMMUNITY
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We are architects.
THE WHY
We are enthusiastic about every project we take on. We love our work, enjoy the
process, and want you to enjoy it as well.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE
TO GO
Glen Haven and Hickory Hills.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

We enjoy working with clients who
value architecture as an asset to
improve our lives and communities.
We are interested in unique &
authentic projects that provide
opportunities for great design.
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HEATHER SPOONER
ampersandletteringlab.com
heather@ampersandletteringlab.com
@ampersandletteringlab

A hand lettering art studio
inspired by a love of letters, human
connection, and community.
THE WHY
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YOUR ASSET
I am a great listener with an empathic heart who loves a
good timeline. Working with me will guarantee that your
ideas and suggestions will be heard and felt as well as
completed on time. I aspire to make everyone I encounter
feel heard and valued.

COMMUNITY
Every time I create something, my intention is for it to bring
my community together. Whether it is a public installation
that allows the community to physically come together
or a workshop or virtual offering that creates a sense of
community through a shared experience, there is nothing I
create that isn’t motivated by my deep-rooted respect and
admiration for the community that surrounds me.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Each season my list of must-dos changes! No matter the
season, we always enjoy one of the many hiking trails in the
area and a long drive up Old Mission Peninsula to check out
the many roadside produce offerings and goodies.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE

After leaving my teaching career to travel the world, I returned
state-side searching for a new career that allowed me to teach,
make art, and connect people. Once I realized this job didn’t exist I
made the decision to build a business that would allow me to do all
of these things unapologetically.

I moved to the Grand Traverse Region at
the end of 2017. While we were living in
New Zealand, my wife and I made a list
of desired traits for a place we might one
day call home. On that list was abundant
natural beauty, year-round outdoor
recreation, and a vibrant town center;
Traverse City checked all of those boxes
for us. In 2017 when we were given the
opportunity to relocate here for a job, we
jumped on it and bought our first home!
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KAREN STEIN
heresaystorytelling.com
karen@heresaystorytelling.com
@heresay_storytelling
heresaytc

True, first-person stories
told live on stage.
THE WHY
Storytelling is the sweet spot of entertainment and empathy – it’s
a space where we can appreciate that the people we encounter
are trying to do their best, sometimes succeeding and sometimes
faltering, just like we ourselves are.
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Traverse City was supposed to just be a stopover when I returned
to the U.S. after some time away – the place where I’d stay while
I figured out “where next.” Once I started meeting people and
experienced this incomparable summer setting for the first time,
I decided I had to stay at least a little while to see if this was the
place. That was 11 years ago.

Adults have so much history to wade through to figure out
how best to tell the story they most want to tell. I am able
to help people find the heart of their stories and transcend
from being a “person with an interesting anecdote” to
being a performer with a powerhouse story.

COMMUNITY
There’s a certain intimacy that comes with attending a
storytelling show – connections are just inherently part of
the experience. We are always looking for new performers
to take the stage and new audience members are always
welcome.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It’s always changing, but a drive to the lakefront in Empire
or through Old Mission is always on the list if weather
allows.

CREATIVE COAST GUIDE
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MAE STIER
maestier.com
maestier@gmail.com
@maestier
@letterstolakemichigan

Writing, photography,
and marketing services
for northern Michigan.
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Telling stories is how we connect. I love sitting
around a beach fire or hiking with friends, letting
our stories bubble over against northern Michigan’s
backdrop. With this mindset, I enter into my work
of story-telling; writing copy or photographing
individuals, products, and events, in a way that
encourages connection. I enjoy creating work that
feels like you, anchors you to a specific moment in
time, or helps you attract like-minded clients. I do
this by taking the time to establish our connection,
sometimes around a beach fire or on a hike, so that
I can better tell your story.

YOUR ASSET
My ability to make connections is one of my most significant
assets to my clients. Whether a wedding client looking
for local vendors or a marketing client hoping to network
within their industry, I enjoy introducing people. This is
evidenced by my social side-projects, Swim Club and Hiking
Club, which offer free, outdoor meet-up opportunities for
local residents. Beyond making connections, I can do a
wide array of creative work, making me a one-stop-shop for
copywriting, photography, and marketing needs.

COMMUNITY
I hope to continue working with local brands and small
businesses in need of updating their websites or social
media content. I plan to continue exploring avenues for
social groups to meet and offer a free means of connection
for area residents, while also working with businesses to
create unique experiences for the community. In addition to
commercial writing, I write poetry and creative nonfiction. I
intend to continue infusing my creative work with advocacy
for access to clean water and the outdoors, fighting to
make recreation and living in our region more accessible.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
While the season would affect the specific spots we visited,
the first place I always take visitors is somewhere on Lake
Michigan. Depending on the season it might mean a hiking
trail, a favorite secret beach, or a cross-country ski trail,
but regardless, Lake Michigan is the first place I go.
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THE WHY

I moved to northern Michigan early in 2017 to be closer to
Lake Michigan. I had grown up visiting the area, staying at
my aunt and uncle’s cabin in Leelanau County or camping
in the National Park, and something about this region always felt like home. I met my partner, Tim, here in 2018, and
now we are grateful to raise our son just a few miles from
where Tim grew up.
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LISA THAUVETTE
tiltthink.com
lisa@tiltthink.com
@tiltthinkimprov

YOUR ASSET

Tilt Think Improv

Comedic improvisation is an artform that is not solely consumed
but inherently involves participation. Even as an audience member
your mind races and engages with the action of the players on stage,
figuring and anticipating the turns of the scene. My background
in business, education, and improvisation allows me to apply the
foundational tenets of comedic improvisation to many areas related
to leadership, innovation, social/emotional development, and human
potential.

Tilting scenarios and perspectives
towards connection and peace
through improvisational play.

Playing in an improvised scene is the ultimate skydiving experience
without leaving the ground. The thrill of free falling in a scene, not
knowing where you will land, is an act of trust in yourself and your
fellow players. Meanwhile, the audience hitches a ride alongside,
co-creating mentally and spiritually. The outward result is laughter
and hilarity; the inward result is empathy and connection. Tilt
Think Improv exists to bring moments of human connection (often
hilarious ones), with the ultimate aim to build more peaceful and
harmonious communities.

COMMUNITY
I hope to align with local improvisers to create a robust improv
scene in the Grand Traverse area. This includes doing shows (shortform, long-form, and musical formats), starting a training center,
and potentially hosting an improv festival. I also teach applied
improvisation to educators and leaders for experiential learning
professional development in adaptability, innovation, collaboration,
and engagement. Improv online? There are many improv games and
warm-ups for facilitators and teachers to use while interacting online
for enhancing student and team engagement.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
This is a walkable and rideable town and it’s the best way to see it.
Taking off from where I live in Slabtown, you’ve got greatness in
every direction, the bay to the north, Hickory Meadows to the west,
downtown to the east, and the Commons to the south. Creativity
bubbles over while on a walk or ride.
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Two years ago when my family repatriated back to the US after living
15 years in Belgium, we considered different parts of the country,
including our beloved Boulder, CO, where my husband and I met and
lived for many years. What brought us to northern Michigan was
the cost of living, proximity to family, and the natural beauty. But
undoubtedly what’s kept us here is the creative community. The “sure,
I’ll try that” attitude pervasive in the Grand Traverse area is gold for an
improviser, and the “hey, I know someone you should meet,” is Bitcoin
magic for an entrepreneur.
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RANDI THIEBAUT
COMMONALITY
ARCHITECTURE
commonalityarch.com
randi@commonalityarch.com
@commonalityarch

Architecture for the
common good of our
clients, our community,
and our environment.
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Commonality Architecture was born out of the dream to make good design more approachable. We
were driven to find a better way of working with our clients using innovative tools that help them
visualize the outcome, as well as working more collaboratively with builders help facilitate a more
seamless process from the initial design through construction completion. We are also big believers
in the “less, but better” design approach to build more efficient buildings that perform well in our
climate and prioritize functionality over unnecessary square footage.

YOUR ASSET
I like to call ourselves “architects without
the egos.” I come to projects with a fresh
approach, offering our 3D modeling programs
and highly technical expertise in a digestible
way. I am really passionate about working in a
collaborative setting with enthusiastic clients
and open-minded builders that offer up their
own expertise in order to come up with the best
solution for building.

COMMUNITY
Architecture is so much more than just pretty
buildings; it is a practice of placemaking, which
is what families and communities are built on.
We know that architecture can also be the
catalyst for discussions about social justice
issues and environmental efforts and we plan to
use our own platform to advocate for continued
forward movement in those areas. Our hope
is that the spaces we design become tools for
representing how the built environment can be a
place that fosters community and demonstrates
sustainable building practices for the natural
environment.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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I am native to northern Michigan and after getting an education and starting a career in a more
urban area, I was drawn back to the Traverse
City area for the outdoors lifestyle and creative
community I craved to be a part of. Traverse City
is the kind of place where the work you do feels
like it’s making a real impact.

In true local spirit, we keep our local gems
hidden, but no adventure is complete without
some BLK MRKT coffee!
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ALISSA THOMSON
indiegrowflowers.com
indiegrowflowerfarm@gmail.com
@indiegrowflower

That’s a tough one, but I’d say it’s my flexibility and ability to think outside the
box. I don’t see things as black and white, and often tackle projects in ways
other people wouldn’t think to. I’m resourceful and extremely patient, yet
a perfectionist that puts it all in to make sure the project turns out the way I
had envisioned. This area really seemed to evolve while I was living in DC and
watching the whole artisan, farm-to-table culture grow, I knew I wanted to be
a part of it. As soon as I returned, I made networking a priority. I’m so grateful
to be part of such a creative community, and when I find an artisan or creative
I’m drawn to, I do my best to find out more about them and make sure to meet
them. That in itself can be huge, because I can recommend other creatives to
help complete the whole picture.

COMMUNITY

We are an award-winning floral design
studio that specializes in weddings, loves
to host workshops, and can coach you on
growing indoors and out.
THE WHY
I’ve always had a love for flowers and a love for design. Gardening is
like therapy for me, so tying all of these things together just felt right. I
strive to spread beauty and joy in all that I do, and know it can be done in
a sustainable, thoughtful, and kind way. We do it for you, and we do it for
our earth and future generations.

I love connecting with the community through workshops, inspiring others’
creativity, collaborating with other creatives, spreading beauty and kindness,
offering my master gardening expertise, sharing herbal remedies, and coaching
in all botanical avenues: gardening, floral design, interior plantscaping, and
herbalism.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
A beach – usually somewhere around Northport, or Empire. Then, out for dinner, usually
around Northport, Suttons Bay, or Traverse City. It does not change per season, except
for maybe the restaurant choice.
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I grew up in the Thumb area and spent many vacations up north always
knowing we’d move north someday. My parents moved to Suttons Bay,
and I spent all of my college summers in Northport. I fell in love with the
area and the people immediately. After college, my husband and I moved
to DC, and every time we visited Michigan it was harder and harder to
leave. After 10 years in the city, we got our opportunity to move back and
took it. It just feels like home here. It’s the most wonderful place to raise
my daughter, and great to be closer to family.
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ANDREW VANDRIE

andrewvandrie.com
vandrieand@gmail.com
@timberlense

I’m highly versatile. While outdoor writing is my preferred niche, I can and have written almost
any form of marketable writing. I’ve written essays, humorist columns, and travel/tourism
articles, along with blog posts, SEO content and copywriting. I’m able to adapt my voice and
style to any project requirements and create a polished product. If you need written content, I
can do it.

COMMUNITY
Writing is a lens through which I best
convey my perceptions. I hope that my
work can supplement that collective
narrative of place, of this region we
have made our home. I aspire to produce
work that takes thoughtful observation
of our surroundings and explains it in
a way perhaps you’ve always known
but had never articulated it before. If
someone reads my work and it makes
them pause, or better yet, laugh, or
even consider something familiar in
a new way, then I have accomplished
what I set out to do.

Words, thoughts, and witticisms about
wildness, wilderness, and our place within.
THE WHY
The “why” is where the mind wanders when at rest. Usually, the feet
will follow and take you to where you’re meant to go. The outside has
always been where I’ve meant to go. Whether it’s hiking, fly fishing, or
road biking, each allows for a quiet monotony that permits the mind
to blend into the background. Words, thoughts, and phrases start to
roam around in this freed up space, and after some time, they need to
be let loose on the page.
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I’m a Traverse City native and was fortunate to have a hunter/fisherman
father that was patient enough to take me along. I left for college (Go
Blue!) and afterward wandered back north. I felt like a stranger in a
familiar land and fell back into fishing as a way to reconcile the old to
the new. I began fishing and writing consistently and through those
pursuits insulated myself in supportive communities of like-minded
creatives and river rats (not mutually exclusive). Good friends and
trout streams are hard to come by and as the adage goes, you never
leave fish (or friends) to find fish.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
It has to be Leelanau County. No matter the time of year, just the drive through it heading to Suttons Bay,
or Lake Leelanau, or wherever is gorgeous. There are so many fantastic local stops scattered about for
beer, tacos, ice cream, even cheese! Load up on great food, hike, or head to Lake Michigan. It’s easy to
make a day out of it for any season.
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MICHAEL WAHLSTROM

THE REGION
gitchegumee.co
info@gitchegumee.co
@gitchegumeeco
gitchegumeeco

Wear Superior.

After spending my twenties in NYC,
my wife and I were ready for a change
and started looking into places we’d
like to live. It wasn’t until we took a
vacation to Traverse City that we fell
in love with the area, a place I hadn’t
visited since I was a kid. Traverse City
just seemed to offer everything we
were looking for.
YOUR ASSET
Probably my extensive experience and knowledge in
the fashion industry. New York City is an institution in
the industry and I bring a lot of that flavor with me.

COMMUNITY
Collaboration on various projects with other artists
and organizations has been a great experience and I
hope to continue that going forward.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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I simply enjoy creating things. There’s something special
about having an idea or starting with a sketch and
actualizing it in the form of a tangible product.

It definitely depends on the season, but every visit
requires a trip downtown on Front St.
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JACOB WHEELER
GlenArborSun.com
jacobroyalwheeler@gmail.com
jacobrwheeler

I love the change of seasons. I
love the look on a visitor’s face
when they see the Sleeping Bear
Dunes and Lake Michigan for the
first time and say, “Oh!” I love
telling stories about this place.
I love introducing my children
to my favorite haunts. And I love
not having to pack up the car and
leave after Labor Day weekend.

YOUR ASSET
I know how to tell a story, in print,
through spoken word, and on the
radio.

Newsprint magazine
covering Leelanau County.
COMMUNITY
My publication is of, by, and for
the community. I am constantly
engaging with the community to
tell the story of Leelanau County.
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My home, Leelanau County, is full of creative people
who dropped degrees, careers, and six-figure salaries
to live on this beautiful peninsula and find creative and
joyful ways to make a living. I get to tell stories about
these people.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE
TO GO
It changes by the week, by the
whim, by the hour of day. I can’t
disclose the secret hikes in this
forum. You’ll just have to visit me
here.
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CARTER WHEELOCK

lmbrandhide.com
lmbrandhide@gmail.com
@lmbrandhide

Lumber and Hide is
a leather goods and
furniture brand devoted to
handmade craftsmanship,
simplistic design, and long
lasting durability.
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The major purpose of this company is to offer an outlet for me
to spend more time doing what I love with the people I love. It
will always remain a family business and continues to provide
many opportunities for collaboration with family and friends.
In short, Lumber and Hide offers the opportunity for personal
satisfaction in building a business that relies on relationships.

YOUR ASSET
I truly care about the craftsmanship I bring to the table with my
work. I’m very serious about my reputation and putting my name
on something that’s made well and will last for decades. It seems
far too frequent that “handmade” is used as a tag line rather
than an indication of true craftsmanship. My goal throughout my
life is to constantly improve and grow. My quest for growth ties
directly with constantly learning and mastering my craft.

COMMUNITY
Connecting with other local creatives through different collaborations
has been incredibly fulfilling and inspiring for me. I hope to continue
to be able to collaborate and grow through these connections by
seeing the intentionality and purpose the other super-talented folks
I’ve been able to work with put into their own work. I think we can all
come together and share our experiences and talents in a way that’s
far more powerful than viewing each other as competition, but rather
as friends pursuing their dreams and making their passions a way of
life. No one brings all the same skills and insights to a project and it’s
incredibly rewarding to be able to learn from others and hopefully be
a source myself of knowledge and skill for others.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
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Julia and I were both born and raised here and can’t really
imagine raising our kids anywhere else. The lakeshore, and
all that it has to offer, is such a huge part of our life even if we
don’t spend every day on it. It has a big impact on our general
mood and well-being. There’s something about being so close
to fresh water that’s truly life giving. And the small town
community here is incredible. We have some of our best friends
here in the community and couldn’t be more thankful for the
encouragement, support, and inspiration we’ve found in them.

Tough to say. There’s so many great options. For summertime
activities, I’d say a beach day and bonfire on Lake Michigan is as good
as it gets. I really enjoy spring and fall hikes on Old Mission Peninsula
and out by Pyramid Point; both are definitely share worthy. I’d take
them to Mama Lu’s for tacos as it’s hands down my favorite spot for
food, and get some beers at The Filling Station.
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BEN WHITING
Speaker, entertainer, and trainer.

The first time I visited the area
was in 2010 and I was blown away
by its beauty. The next year I was
blown away by the community
and culture. In 2012, I met the
woman who would eventually
become my wife. I moved here
in 2013 and can’t imagine living
anywhere else. When you
work hard to contribute to this
community, it supports you.

benwhiting.com
ben@benwhiting.com
@BenWhitingMagic
BenWhitingMagic

YOUR ASSET
My most valuable asset is my ability to engage and motivate an audience. Using my background in theatre, corporate
entertainment, and leadership development, I have two decades of experience engaging audiences from multiple
platforms (both on stage and online) and can collaborate with you to create and deliver a message in a way that’s fun,
memorable, and meaningful. When you can effectively engage your audience, you can make your employees the heroes
of your story, and your customers the ambassadors of your brand.

COMMUNITY
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As an entertainer, I believe there’s no reason experiences at work can’t be fun, memorable, and meaningful.
As a speaker and trainer, I don’t believe anyone should be held back from sharing their amazing ideas and
overall potential simply because they have a hard time connecting with others. That’s why the majority of
my keynotes and training focus on communication and leadership development.

It depends on what their interests are. This region offers something for everyone. If we’re going off my preference, I’d
take them canoeing on the Platte River.
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By helping various companies and organizations connect with their employees, clients, and customers, in a way that’s
engaging, meaningful, and fun.
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BRENT WHITNEY

tcdanceproject.org
b.whitney@tcdanceproject.org

I was born at Munson Hospital and spent my childhood here before moving away and ending up in New York City to pursue
my career as a professional dancer. I was inspired to create a new company with my co-director Jennifer Lott. After
discussing a few cities, we decided on Traverse City because we knew it had the potential audience and support to help
us grow. We were also inspired to bring professional dancers to a city that didn’t yet have a pro company. I also wanted to
show my family and friends a glimpse into my life, as well as show my out-of-town dancer colleagues this incredible city.

@traversecitydanceproject
TCDanceProject

YOUR ASSET
The Traverse City Dance Project is a
professional dance company that brings
together dancers, choreographers,
composers, and musicians from around
the country to create, produce, and
perform together for the northern
Michigan community and beyond!

We work with some
of the best and most
creative artists who are
diverse in culture and
have a lot of expertise to
produce and perform.
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We believe that all communities deserve to witness the excitement
of live theater.

COMMUNITY
We hope to connect more with the community by having more outdoor performances.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Empire Beach.
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I had always imagined myself living in a northern state,
and in a town smaller than where I was born (Los Angeles).
I especially wanted to live in one with both a strong and rich
artistic community. I have also been drawn to water and nature
throughout my life. Collectively, these things define the area
for me, and are the primary reason I choose to call it home.

MÉLIDA WICHMANN
heartpressed.co
melida@heartpressed.co
@heartpressedco

YOUR ASSET
I feel the greatest asset I possess is my intuition. My
collaborations feel most successful when there is uncharted
territory or aspects undecided in the creative. There is
immense satisfaction experienced when I am able to translate
someone else’s thoughts, feelings, or words into a precise
visual representation. If not for this ability, I don’t feel my
collaborations would be as frequent or fulfilling.

Art with attitude.
COMMUNITY
I feel there is a circular nature of art, specifically in its ability to
connect others. My own connection to the art community here
has genuinely come through responding to what is coming
from it. In the last few years, I’ve slowly met a small army of
creatives and artists in town through exposure to their own
work. I hope to connect to others here the same way.
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I’m motivated to create art which challenges inaction and closemindedness; in my own life and the world at large. This can
be as small as breaking a bad habit, addressing my personal
insecurities, or rallying for greater social causes. Simply, I see
my work as a call to action, if only for myself.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I would definitely take visitors on a drive. Especially if it’s fall
time. This would very likely lead us down some obscure dirt
two-tracks on Old Mission Peninsula, with pit stops for wine. I
actually just learned what a two-track is. There are not many
of those in Los Angeles.
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GLENN WOLFF

glennwolff.com
glennwolff@mac.com
@glennwolffstudio
glennawolff

I grew up here, went to Northwestern
Michigan College, then to the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design.
But my career really started in New York
City. After almost a decade there, my
family and I were ready to come back
to the midwest. I felt very blessed to be
able to continue to make a living and
raise a family here.
YOUR ASSET

Fine artist, musician,
and art instructor.

I am now teaching art full time at Northwestern Michigan
College. My life has come full circle. I bring four decades
of professional experience to my teaching and I think
that is what art students want in these times. Full-time
teaching has limited my time, so I am focusing on select
projects with long-time collaborators.

THE WHY

COMMUNITY

Drawing, painting, and making music is like breathing. I
would cease without it. I’m inspired by this landscape we
live in, my family, and the amazing friends and colleagues
I get to work with.

Teaching art at a community college is front and center
for connecting. I often collaborate as an artist and
illustrator with area environmental organizations. The
writers I have illustrated for are known for their voices in
the community.
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We walk the dog on the Boardman Lake Trail then take a
drive out on Old Mission Peninsula.
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SARAH WOLFF

sarahelenawolff.com
sarah.elena.wolff@gmail.com
@sarah_elena_wolff

After 17 years away from home while studying at Canada’s National
Ballet School, performing as a company member with The National
Ballet of Canada, freelance work in NYC, and a season with BalletMet,
it was due time to return. At that point in time my mother was sick,
which was the catalyst to segue away from ballet company life and
circle back to be with family. Now that I’m here, this enchanted area
and its wonderful inhabitants have me ensconced in gratifying work and
meaningful community. Traverse City is serving as a fulfilling place to
call home once again.

YOUR ASSET
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COMMUNITY

Dance has always been my lifeblood since growing up
training at Dance Arts Academy back when it was at The
City Opera House on Front St. in Traverse City. I’ve made a
life out of it as a performer and now an educator. Traverse
City is my hometown, which I left for boarding ballet school
in Toronto, at the age of 13. After pursuing most of my
training and career as a ballerina abroad, I am honored to
bring this work back home where I can help to cultivate the
budding professional dance scene in northern Michigan
through training the community of young dancers and
performers in the area, as well as collaborating with
the abundant local talent for interdisciplinary creative
projects and showcases.

I hope to grow the dance performance scene so that the
abundant local talent has an outlet to present their work at a
high echelon of performance without having to leave the area.
I have no doubt that the northern Michigan audience will be
receptive to and hungry for growth in the genre of dance.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
I take visitors for a drive out on Old Mission Peninsula,
seasonally consistent. So long as I can show off the beauty of
the region’s coastlines, I let the land speak for itself in town
and throughout Leelanau County.
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I am a classically-trained
ballet dancer, performing
artist, teacher, choreographer,
and mentor for young
dance artists.

My training and experience as a professional dancer have yielded a
resume rich in challenges and adventure. My career as a performer
sparked the beginning of my role as a teacher and mentor and I’m
eager to continue learning while sharing the many lessons I’ve learned
along the way with the next generations of dancers. As for wearing
my freelance performer hat, there is a wisdom in artistry that comes
only with time and experience and I’ve so enjoyed the process of this
journey. In ballerina years, I’m not young anymore after 14 years of
professional performing experience. Consequently, I feel evermore in
touch with my truths as an artist as each year passes. I am humbled
by the opportunities I’ve had and thrilled that my path has orbited back
home. I’m curious to explore how I can collaborate with more artists in
the region, while practicing my craft.
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JESSIE ZEVALKINK
jzevalkink.com
jesszevalkink@gmail.com
@j.zevalkink
@jessiebrave

Probably the same reason as you! I went
to go live in many other places aside from
Michigan, and once I gained perspective
I understood the quality of life here in
northern Michigan. The choice to come
back here was very intentional. Friends,
family, freshwater, and the ability to do
well in a new business based off of
community and word of mouth.
YOUR ASSET

Portrait photographer.

THE WHY
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COMMUNITY
I’d like to keep things edgy. I do a decent amount of nude
photography. In a more conservative region, it can be
controversial. What I am learning however, is people aren’t
who we think they are. I want to connect and surprise
clients by showing them how I see them, which is very often
very different from how they see themselves.

FROM A LOCAL - WHERE TO GO
Northport!
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Nostalgia + retrospect. I want my portraits to
be collecting dust on your stairwell when you’re
85. I have a knack for forgetting the crap, and
remembering the good. Photography can be a
source of truth that you don’t recognize at the time
of capture.

I’m quite a risk taker. My mind is not linear. I am quick to
understand one’s individuality and assets and highlight
them. I make people feel good, and that comes from my
heart.
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Creatives Index
Advertising, Marketing & Media
Sam Bennett - pg. 12
Lauren & Tommy Greene - pg. 66
Molly Korroch - pg. 92
Fernando Meza - pg. 114
Apparel, Garments & Textiles
Abby Foster - pg. 60
Michael Wahlstrom - pg. 168
Carter Wheelock - pg. 172
Architecture & Interior Design
Alyssa Gillespie - pg. 64
Nathan Griswold - pg. 68
Dwayne Johnson & Marc O’Grady - pg. 78
Paige Maurer - pg. 104
Keenan May - pg. 106
Charlotte & Peter Smith - pg. 152
Randi Thiebaut - pg. 162
Creative Services
Kendall Rose - pg. 140
Alissa Thomson - pg. 164
Curated Boutiques
Shanny Brooke - pg. 22
Megan Gilger - pg. 62
Melissa Kelenske & Liz Neddo - pg. 80
Kelsey McQuown - pg. 110
Charynn & Mitchell Meoak - pg. 112
Catherine O’Connor & Brad Richardson - pg. 126
Chelsey Skowronski - pg. 150

Creatives Index
Education, Culture & Heritage
Joseph Beyer - pg. 16
Shanny Brooke - pg. 22
Megan Gilger - pg. 62
Craig Hadley - pg. 70
Megan Kelto - pg. 82
Amanda & Brad Kik - pg. 86
Tricia Phelps - pg. 130
Kate Redman - pg. 138

Graphic & Creative Design
Roger Amundsen - pg. 6
Jacquie Auch & Eric Campbell - pg. 10
Liz Blume - pg. 20
Chelsea Bay Dennis - pg. 46
Matt Esckelson - pg. 52
Rachel Esckelson - pg. 54
Jennifer Lake - pg. 96
Erin O’Malley - pg. 128

Film, Audiovisual & Broadcasting
Morgan Burke-Beyers - pg. 30
Taylor Cramer - pg. 34
Chris & Nick Loud - pg. 100
Michael Mittelstaedt - pg. 120
JohnPaul Morris - pg. 122
Grant Piering - pg. 132

Literary, Publishing & Print
Sam Brown - pg. 26
Jaimien Delp - pg. 40
Michael Delp - pg. 42
Brighid Driscoll - pg. 50
Brianne Farley - pg. 56
Molly Korroch - pg. 92
Chris & Nick Loud - pg. 100
Beth Milligan - pg. 118
Tricia Phelps - pg. 130
Mae Stier - pg. 158
Andrew VanDrie - pg. 166
Jacob Wheeler - pg. 170

Fine Art
Roger Amundsen - pg. 6
Katherine Corden - pg. 32
Eric Daigh - pg. 36
Dani Knoph Davis - pg. 38
Rebecca Deneau - pg. 44
Rachel Esckelson - pg. 54
Brianne Farley - pg. 56
Sarah Kolar - pg. 90
Victoria Kukla - pg. 94
Spencer McQueen - pg. 108
Maggie Mielczarek - pg. 116
Jamie Morse - pg. 124
Em Randall - pg. 136
Angela Saxon - pg. 142
Periwinkle Seljord - pg. 144
Heather Spooner - pg. 154
Mélida Wichmann - pg. 178
Glenn Wolff - pg. 180

Music, Composition & Sound Production
Seth Bernard - pg. 14
Andrew Dost - pg. 48
Pete Farmer - pg. 58
Joshua Hoisington - pg. 74
Jack M. Senff - pg. 146
The Accidentals - pg. 28

Performing Arts
Erin Anderson Whiting & Kit McKay - pg. 8
Karen Stein - pg. 156
Lisa Thauvette - pg. 160
Ben Whiting - pg. 174
Brent Whitney - pg. 176
Sarah Wolff - pg. 182
Photography
Brooke Allen & Michael Kent - pg. 4
Courtney Kent - pg. 84
Hallie Kohler - pg. 88
Micah Mabey & Kristen Stewart - pg. 102
Grant Piering - pg. 132
Michael Poehlman - pg. 134
Mae Stier - pg. 158
Jesse Zevalkink - pg. 184
Visual Arts & Manufacturing
Schyler Binkley - pg. 18
Laura Brown - pg. 24
Pete Farmer - pg. 58
Haley Hildebrand - pg. 72
Kristin Hussey - pg. 76
Melissa Kelenske & Liz Neddo - pg. 80
Victoria Kukla - pg. 94
Annie Lang Hartman - pg. 98
Charynn & Mitchell Meoak - pg. 112
Maggie Mielczarek - pg. 116
Jamie Morse - pg. 124
Hannah Shales - pg. 148
Heather Spooner - pg. 154
Carter Wheelock - pg. 172
Mélida Wichmann - pg. 178

Special thanks to the Creative Coast Committee members:
Roger Amundsen - Traverse City Arts Commission
Erin Anderson Whiting - Parallel 45 Theatre
Mary Bevans Gillett - Northwest Michigan Arts & Culture Network
Morgan Burke-Beyers - Mane Content
Katherine Corden - Katherine Corden Art
Mike Goulas - Mango Languages
Marc Lacuesta - Interlochen Center for the Arts
Mark Liebling - Northwestern Michigan College
Nick Loud - The Boardman Review
Fernando Meza - Oneupweb
Christie Minervini - Sanctuary Handcrafted Goods
Michael Mittelstaedt - Interlochen Center for the Arts
Kate Redman - Commonplace / Commongrounds
Michael Wahlstrom - Gitche Gumee Co.

